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In Luce Tua
Comment on the Significant News by the Editors
Campaign Musings
The latest Roper poll shows President Johnson leading
Senator Goldwater by a comfortable margin of 67-28 per
cent of probable voters in the November election . This is a
considerably wider spread than the same poll showed between
FDR and Alf Landon at the same point in the campaign of
1936, which ended with Roosevelt carrying every state except Maine and Vermont.
On the face of it, therefore, one could predict a resounding victory for the President in November. But something
in the air cautions us to go easy on the predictions. One of
the imponderables in this year's election is the almost palpable feeling of discontent which the President has remarked
and which some of us have encountered in our travels around
the country. Where this will focus - or, indeed, whether it
will focus at all - in the election is a question which remains to be answered. If it does focus on the election, it will
probably work to the advantage of the Outs, in this case the
Republicans.
Our biggest surprise to date, though, has been the failure
of people whom we would have expected to rally enthusiastically around Goldwater to do so. Admittedly the campaign is still young, but the Senator apparently has still to
persuade large numbers of otherwise conservatively-inclined
voters that he has those qualities of prudence and restraint
that are essential in a nuclear-age President. The "image"
which he projects - whether fairly or unfairly we are not
yet prepared to say - is that of a volatile, belligerent man
of action who is disinclined to puzzle through the subtleties
of complex problems.
We suspect that there may be an element of inaccuracy in
this " image" or that, at the least, the real Goldwater is no
more volatile than the real Johnson. But in any case it is
this image that the Senator has to fight. So far as the platforms are concerned, not one voter in a thousand could mention one point of major disagreement between the two parties.
So far as Senator Goldwater's personal convictions are concerned, we have just re-read his Where I Stand and, with the
exception of one or two points, it reads like editorials from
this magazine. The issue, therefore, for us and for many
other voters, is one of personalities. Which man - GoldOcTOBER
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water or Johnson - can we most safely trust?
By way of post-script we must frankly admit one serious
concern about the Republican ticket. As we know from alltoo-recent history, Presidents can and do die in office. We
haven't the remotest idea what qualifications, if any, Representative William E. Miller has for the Presidency of the
United States.

Conservatives and the Press
There is, we regret to say, some element of truth in complaints by the Goldwater people that their candidate is not
getting a fair shake from the press. As one able, articulate
young Republican county chairman put it to us, "You'd
think from reading the papers that we were all little old
ladies in tennis shoes."
Well, this young chairman certainly is not . He is a seriousminded student of government who believes, as many of the
most thoughtful members of his generation do, that there is
a respectable, responsible conservative alternative to the
liberal philosophy which has dominated both major parties
since the early Thirties. If Senator Taft were still alive, the
chairman would probably be a fervent Taft supporter. But
Taft is dead and this young man feels that Goldwater comes
closer than any other nationally-known figure to symbolizing
the Taft brand of conservatism.
In defense of the press, it must be said that the Republican
party has for years been careless about its public relations.
It is perhaps a fault but certainly a fact of American journalism that the hard news has to be served up highly seasoned
and colorfully garnished. Perhaps just because the party
has been so acutely conscious of its underdog status, Republican leaders seem unable to let down their hair and
meet the press on an "all pals together" basis. And so the
reporter, looking for something that will spice up an otherwise dull story, goes drifting over to the edge of the party
where all of the oddballs are just waiting for a chance to
unburden themselves.
But having said all that, it is still true that the conservative position deserves a fairer and more careful hearing than
it has gotten. It is not heartless or anachronistic, for instance,
to maintain that "we will not preserve the Social Security
system if we saddle it with unnecessary new burdens, such
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as Medicare." It is not bigotry to assert that "As for federal
law in the areas of public accommodations and private employment, I have grave doubts on constitutional grounds."
It is not by any means illiberal to say, "I have consistently
opposed federal aid to elementary and secondary schools as
unnecessary ,and unwise. Nevertheless, I have advocated
that any such aid - should Congress ever authorize itmust in fairness be made available to all schools, public,
private or parochial." (The quotes are from Senator Goldwater's Wh ere I Stand.)
There are, in other words, intelligent, well-reasoned arguments for the conservative position. It is any citizen's right
to judge them less compelling than those advanced from the
liberal position. But it is also the citizen's right to hear these
arguments sympathetically and attractively presented. If he
does not, both the party and the press have failed him. And
before the party or its candidate attempts to throw the
whole burden of guilt on the press it might stop to consider
to what extent it is itself to blame for this failure.

The New Shape of the. Struggle
As one publication which has championed the Negro's
right to full equality for more than a quarter of a century,
we feel entitled to ask whether this equality can ever be
achieved without the exercise of a great deal of restraint, forbearance, and magnanimity on the part of all of us who
have been engaged in the struggle for it.
We have been engaged in a revolution - a revolution
which has not yet been fully successful but which has succeeded far beyond our most optimistic hopes of ten or even
five years ago. Except in the most backward areas of the
South, we have accomplished most of what pressure can
accomplish. From here on it is a matter of changing attitudes, which are always more difficult to change than are
laws or behavior-patterns. We have pretty well succeeded
in convincing the opposition that it is required both by divine law and by human law to accept men for what they are,
irrespective of race. We still have to persuade perhaps the
majority of the white population of our country that this
acceptance can be a happy and enriching experience.
Where the Negro is still not secure in his personal and
civil rights we must, of course, continue to make life uncomfortable for the oppressor. At this point in the struggle we
owe Governors Wallace and Johnson nothing but a frank
warning that they are sowing the wind and must expect to
reap the whirlwind. But on the principle that one should
never push a snail that is moving uphill, an argument could
be made for consolidating the many gains of recent years
before moving into the next phase of the struggle.
It comes with poor grace, of course, for any white man to
advise the Negro to exercise restraint in this struggle. We
do so only because we want to see the struggle succeed, really
succeed. It would be tragic if, after so many have given so
much in this struggle, the victory should prove to be Pyrrhic
- if, after every right has been secured, the wall of hate between the races should have been built so high that we would
remain, for generations to come, two communities, tolerating
each other but avoiding each other in the everyday round
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of our common life. At this moment, history, in its ironical
way, has given the Negro the power to decide what shall be
the future nature of this common life. He will overcome.
Will he be vengeful or magnanimous in victory?

Good Men
If Providence had allowed us to write our own ticket, we
would be a member of the United States Senate. With all its
faults , the Senate is still the world's greatest deliberative body
and its members enjoy the fullest possible scope for their
talents and interests, whatever they may be.
Senators are elected by the individual states, but the Senate legislates for the whole country. All of us, therefore, are
entitled to take an interest in those races where a particularly
good or particularly bad Senator is seeking re-election . We
were unable to find any particular bad Senators in the election class of 1964, but there are a number of good ones
whose re-election by their constituents would be a service to
all of us.
At the top of the list of men whom we would like to see
re-elected are Senators Mansfield (D.-Montana) and McCarthy (D.-Minnesota). Both of these men have served with
distinction and even brilliance and it would be a serious loss
to the country if they failed of re-election.
Six other incumbents should be singled out for recommendation. These are Senators John J. Williams (R.-Delaware), Stuart Symington (D.-Missouri), Kenneth B. Keating (R.-New York), Hugh Scott (R.-Pennsylvania), Albert
Gore (D.-Tennessee), and Henry M. Jackson (D. -Washington) . Of these six, Senator Keating faces the most formidable challenger, Mr. Robert Kennedy. Much as we admire
Mr. Kennedy, he is a bit of a carpet-bagger in New York
and we have not been able to think of any compelling reason why he should be given preference over a native son who
happens also to be an exceptionally able Senator.
Two other Senatorial races have attracted national attention. In California Senator Pierre Salinger is opposed
by Mr. George Murphy, the dancer. In Ohio, incumbent
Senator Stephen M. Young, who is famous for his nasty
replies to nasty constituents, faces Representative Robert A.
Taft, Jr. It isn't every day that a state has the chance to
send a cigar-smoking journalist to the Senate and we hope
that California will not pass up this opportunity. Nor is it
every day that a state has the chance to elect a potentially
.brilliant Senator such as young Bob Taft: the necessity of
retiring the otherwise competent Senator Young to do so is
one of those unfortunate happenstances of politics.
So far as the other twenty-four Senate races are concerned
we have no strong opmwns. As a general rule, it seems to
us that an incumbent who has served well deserves re-election unless his opponent is notably more able.

Keep 'em at Home
The first do-gooder group has announced a "Get Out the
Vote" campaign for this fall 's election and that is our cue to
mount our quadrennial "Keep 'em at Home" counteroffensive.
THE CRESSET

We don't think that any citizen should be pressured into
voting. In a world where very few people have any opportunity to participate in the choice of their rulers any man
who enjoys this privilege and does not avail himself of it is
unworthy of it. The same is true of any man who has this
privilege and ~xercises it irresponsibly, refusing to acquaint
himself with the candidates and the issues so that he can
make an intelligent judgment in the polling booth.
Politics is the process by which groups of p eo ple arrive at
decisions. In totalitarian groups - whether they are nations or religious bodies or " fraternal " organizations or
professional societies - the only real politicians are the
members of whatever inner ring runs the show and makes
the decisions. In a republic such as ours, it is presumed that
every citizen is, in some sense of the term, a politician . It
is assumed that he knows what decisions have to be made
and that he has informed himself on the range of choices
within which the decisions lie. The citizen who does not
concern himself with these matters is not, in even a minimal
sense, a politician and has no moral right to participate in
the politics of the republic.
We read somewhere that only one-fifth of the New York
City television audience was watching the convention of the
Republican party at any given time. Granted that there are
long periods of time when any convention is crashingly dull,
one can only wonder how many citizens of the Soviet Union
would have been watching an open convention of the Communist party, particularly if they knew that the candidates
cha;en by that party would be facing formidable opposition
a few months later in a general election. We are not suggesting that the Soviet citizen is, by nature, a more political
animal than is his American counterpart. But having been
so long denied a voice in his own destiny, he might take a
greater interest in the process by which that destiny is determined, if he were free to do so.
It is this one-fifth (or whatever the proportion of concerned citizens may be) that should be encouraged to get
out and vote come November. So far as the others are concerned, it would be just as well if they stayed home on Election Day. Many of them will , fortunately. A regretably
large number of them will, however, grump their way to the
polls and play tic-tac-toe with their ballots. We think it is
worth the effort to persuade them that they can make their
greatest contribution to the common good by keeping their
ill-informed opinions to themselves.

The New Anti-Semitism
There are at least two forms of anti-Semitism. The more
common of the two has its source in open hatred of the
Jews and expresses itself in a great variety of ways -in
everything from the malicious joke through the Gentiles-only
clause to the gas chambers of Buchenwald. The more sophisticated of the two - and it can be found only among professing Christians - has its source in an unwillingness to
accept the Jew as a Jew and it expresses itself in high-sounding platitudes about tolerance and brotherhood and the
glories of the J udaeo-Christian tradition.
The first of these forms of anti-Semitism is, on the face of
OcTOBER
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it, vicious and evil by any moral standard of judgment,
Christian or non-Christian. But the second form is, in its
own way, equally loveless, for it denies to the Jew that witness which love has always compelled the Christian to bring
to the non-Christian world - the Gospel of Jesus Christ, our
Savior and theirs. To ignore the Jewishness of the Jew, to
pretend (even out of noble motives) that there is any kind
of community of faith between the Jew and the Christian,
is to consent to his damnation - for "there is no salvation
in any other [than Jesus Christ], neither is there any other
name under heaven given among men whereby we must be
saved."
The greatest act of I ove of which the Christian is capable
is to offer men Jesus Christ. To withhold this offer from a
Jew is to offer him less than the fullness of our love. It is, in
a very real sense, to hate him.
These thoughts, incidentally, were not prompted by the
reading of any handout from a denominational missions
board but by an essay in Tradition, the official organ of the
Rabbinical Council of America. The writer of the essay,
Dr. Joseph B. Soloveitchik, professor of Talmund at Yeshiva
University and chairman of the Council's commission on religious I aw, makes the point that Jews form a ''totally independent faith community" and that they ''do not revolve
as a satellite in any orbit. Nor are we related to any other
faith community as ' brethren' even though 'separated."'
Recognizing as legitimate the existence of a Judeao-Hellenistic-Christian cultural tradition, Dr. Soloveitchik insists that
" when we shift the focus from the dimension of culture to
that of faith - where total unconditional commitment and
involvement are necessary - the whole idea of a tradition
of faiths and the continuum of revealed doctrines which are
by their very nature incommensurate and related to different
frames of reference is utterly absurd."
It is at this point of absurdity that Christians and Jews
must learn to understand and love each other. Until we do,
we are not loving each other; we are merely accommodating
to figments of each other's imagination.

Guns for the Masses
Of all the kooks running at large in the nation, the kookiest are the Minutemen, a rightist group which is training in
guerrilla tactics against a Communist takeover of the Republic.
Representative Henry B. Gonzalez of Texas has been
wondering where the Minutemen get their weapons and he
suspects that they may have been getting them indirectly
from the Army. The Army admits that it has been selling
weapons and ammunitions to members of the N a tiona! Rifle
Association, but it insists that "arms and ammunition do not
fall into unscrupulous hands. "
We will take the Army's word for it that it does not knowingly place weapons and ammunition in the hands of unscrupulous persons. The facts remain, though, that since
1959 the Army has sold 539,267 rifles and other firearms to
members of the National Rifle Association and has supplied
clubs affiliated with the Association with 246.9 million
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rounds of free ammunition. And we think Representative
Gonzales has a point when he says that "the Federal Government has no way in the world of knowing who the 400,000
receiving free guns and ammunition are or what they are
doing with their military aid. "
There is no evidence that this material is falling into the
hands of the Minutemen or of other irresponsible individuals
or groups. But when approximately 100,000 rifles a year
are distributed to civilians it is a reasonable suspicion that a
certain percentage of them gets into the hands of people
who have no business having them.
The fact of the matter is that very few civilians have any
business at all keeping a rifle in their possession. It is alma;t impossible to pick up a paper without reading about
somebody who was killed by an " unloaded" gun. And the
tragedy of last November 22 had us all concerned, for a few
days, about the ease with which an Oswald or a Ruby or,
apparently, anybody else can get his hands on a gun.
Senator Dodd of Connecticut had a bill before the last
session of Congress which would have controlled the traffic
in deadly weapons. This bill was quietly smothered in committee. Presumably the Senator will re-introduce it in the
next session of Congress. If and when he does, powerful
lobbies will once again get to work to have it kept off the
floor. That would be the time for those of us who are disturbed about the number of guns floating around in our
population to make our concerns known to our representatives in Congress. As the National Safety Council likes to
put it in another context, "the life you save may be your
own. ''

The Law of Relative Irrelevancy
One never knows when these things will happen. We were
reading the letters to the editor in a recent issue of our
favorite denominational magazine when a truth which we
have long sensed but had never been able to put into words
suddenly came clear, so clear that within seconds we were
able to capture it on paper and give it a name. We call it
the "Law of Relative Irrelevancy" and it goes like this:
"The intensity of feeling on any religious or theological issue
tends to be directly proportional to its remoteness in time or
space."
What triggered this revelation was a fortunate coincidence.
There was, in the question and answer section of the magazine, an inquiry about where Cain got his wife. And both
pages of the letters section were taken up by observationssome of them quite heated - on the creation vs. evolution
controversy. These are, as we all know from experience,
the kinds of question that can touch off bitter arguments.
Many a village atheist has gloated over t he discomfiture of
some simple Christian whose morality would not tolerate the
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idea of an incestuous marriage and whose reading of history
allowed no alternative to such a marriage. That the question has hardly any relevance to the Christian faith is beside
the point; it is just remote enough from the realities of the
here and now that both the atheist and the simple-minded
Christian assume that it must be of crucial theological significance. The same is true of much of the controversy that
has been raging about the creation vs. evolution problem ;
however significant and relevant the question may be for
the professional theologian or scientist, it has alma;t no bearing on the great questions that confront the overwhelming
majority of Christians as they go about their primary task
of making full proof of their ministry.
Insofar as we are privy to the battle plans of Hell , we seem
to detect a strategy of keeping Christians stirred up about
the relatively irrelevant and diverting their attention from
the great issues of the here and now. Thus a Christian may
be encouraged to ask, " Where did Cain get his wife?" but
he must be discouraged from asking, " What do I owe this
woman who is my wife?" It is desirable, in the strategy of
Hell , for Christians to argue the question , " How long did it
take God to create the heave.ns and the earth?" but they
must not be allowed to ask, "What respon~ibilities do I have
as God's creature in God's creation?" Or, to project the
question from the remote past to the remote future, Christians should be encouraged to speculate about the details of
the I ife after death, but they should at all costs be diverted
from asking what their Lord requires of them in the present
moment.
This strategy works equally well when it is employed to
turn the Christian's attention from his immediate environment, over which he has some effective control , to some more
remote setting over which he has little or no control. Here
the trick is to get Christians all fired up about foreign missions, but keep them blind to the unchurched family next
door; to get them frantic about the menace of international
Communism, but keep them insensitive to the needs of their
own children; to chase them around to conferences on the
state of the church, but keep them away from meetings of
their congregation's voters' assembly.
In short, since man is an incurably religious creature, the
strategy is to keep his religion as far a s possible from the
center of his life, to exclude all that is painfully and demandingly relevant by focusing his attention on the relatively irrelevant. Undoutedly the powers of darkness would prefer
that men not read the Scriptures at all, but if that can not be
prevented it is surely better for them to get bogged down in
arguments over Genesis, Ezekiel, Jonah, Daniel , and the
Revelation than go wandering into those dangerous thirteenth to seventeenth chapters of the Gospel according to
Saint John.

THE CRESSET

AD ll B.
Women Wanted
--------------8 y

ALFRED

Several years ago in these pages I mentioned the possibility that the day might come when we would have a
woman as President of the United States. I indicated
then we might not be as bad ofT as most men may think
with a woman president. What the background of that
woman might be, I do not know, though it is likely she
would come from a position of authority in the business
field.
But despite all of the talk about equal rights, women
still experience difficulty getting anywhere in business
or industry. This is regrettable since they do have something to offer. More women are working at outside jobs
today than ever before, but few of them rise to positions
of authority in business. And this is strange, since women still control the bulk of the wealth in this country.
If you ask a man in business or industry why women
are not advanced at the same rate as men and why they
are often paid less, his answer is usually that women do
not stay with a company for as long a period as men do
and that men will not work as well for a woman boss.
Both of these reasons may be valid.
The women working today are either single, or married and without families, or widows, or married women whose children are in school or have graduated.
For the married women, their first responsibility is the
home, and, consequently, most companies will not take
the chance of putting into a higher echelon a woman
who could possib!y _leave them on short notice.
But women do have something to offer business and
there should be at least one in the higher management
levels of every company with any size to it. What they
offer is literal-mindedness, something men don't always
possess. The disadvantage of having a literal minded
woman in the firm is that, quite unintentionally, she can
be deflating.
Men prefer to deal in the abstract, to think big, and to
use words and phrases that can be interpreted in different ways. A businessman speaking with some of his employees or with other businessmen can say, "Let's push
our product and Build a Better America. By Moving
Forward with our Free Enterprise System we can Contribute to a greater Gross National Product and Ensure
a Brighter Future for our Fellow Man." This may sound
good but it doesn't say very much. But all the men
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present will agree that the boss has hit the nail on the
head.
If a woman were present, she would ask, "What do
you mean, build a better America? How do we do it by
pushing our product'? How do we know that increasing
the Gross National Product will ensure a brighter future?
And what fellow man do you mean?"
If his phone rings at this point, the businessman is
saved; in any event he is not going to come up with too
many clear answers to these literal questions. The men
would never have asked these questions, either because
they were satisfied with the very sound of the words or
because they did not want to seem ignorant or uninformed.
Most committee and board meetings would end with
greater agreement and more clarity if a woman were
present, for if something came up she did not understand she would demand clarification. Men are more
inclined to be satisfied with the sound or the feel of a
meeting and they seldom ask for an explanation of something which is not clear. This does not prevent their
joining in the discussion of the matter, however.
If more firms had a woman checking their advertising,
it would make more sense. And if they employed a woman in the higher levels of design and quality control,
they would make better products. For if there were
bugs in the product, or if their advertising was not clear,
you can be sure the woman would feel free to ask questions, no matter how embarrassing they might be.
Men in business, and particularly those in sales, are
aware of this literal-mindedness in women. Those firms
which use door-to-door selling have a set sales talk that
is aimed right at the person with a literal mind. But they
have not felt the need for bringing the literal mind into
their business.
Business has done very well, over the years, without
women in higher managerial levels, and it may be that
the preference for the abstract in men, and their predilection for big concepts and broad statements carries
with it a certain optimism that makes for business success. Even though some egos might be deflated with a
woman around, I still think most businesses would find
that with one they would at least know where they were
going when they started to Move Forward.
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The Presidential Election and the
History of Reform: 1929-1964
Bv FREDERICK C. LUEBKE
Assistant Professor of History
Concordia 'I eachers College (Seward)
During the decades following the Civil War the United States underwent a remarkable development from a
country which was basically agrarian in character to one
which was industrial and urban. The consequences of
this transition were revolutionary, causing a multitude
of economic dislocations and social stresses. Most significantly, the individualistic response typical of an earlier America became increasingly ineffective and was inevitably replaced by a variety of collective or group responses. Businessmen, farmers, immigrants, industrial
laborers, the new urban middle class, all acted collectively to achieve their social, economic, or political goals.
Many of the responses to industrialism were in the nature of reform. Some were positive in that they were
based upon an acceptance of the new order; others were
negative, reactionary, and hostile to industrialization
and to the urbanization and capitalism that seemed to
flow from it. By the Progressive Era calls for reform
had come from most major groups in American society.
Some were selfishly narrow in their appeal, others were
broadly humanitarian; some were political, others economic or social. But none were sufficiently universal to
encompass the full sweep of reform. Only an unusual
combination of circumstances could translate them into
legislation. The major parties could become vehicles
for reform only as a consequence of a political accident
or in response to a national emergency like war or economic depression. Thus the only significant reforms of
the modern era prior to 1929 were enacted dudng the
presidencies of Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson .
As these unusual leaders passed from the scene and
as the crisis of war faded into the past, the political
coalitions that had been responsible for the Progressive
reforms collapsed. Dissension and protest continued
during the Twenties but few Americans listened. They
were too busy enjoying the fruits of an industrialized,
technological civilization. The automobile, the movies,
the radio , and other marks of the new order were enthusiastically accepted. America had been transformed,
yet many people, especially those of the growing middle
class, refused to accept the fact that the transformation
also meant the fading away of rural, Protestant, AngloSaxon America with its cherished ideals. Thus Americans tended to abandon political and economic reforms
for prohibition, immigration restriction, the Ku Klux
Klan, and other devices that could, in their opinion, pre-
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serve traditional agrarian ideals from dissolution in the
new urban, industrial world.
Meanwhile the big businessman was returned to the
seat of power. Even though Americans were surrounded
by institutions of collective action and consolidation, they
paradoxically looked again, as they had in the postCivil War period, to government in the interest of the
business community as the best guarantor of the preservation of individualism and of economic opportunity.
Under the aegis of the Republican party America
seemed to prosper as never before. While farmers,
Negroes, unskilled and semi-skilled workers could complain that they were not sharing proportionately in the
national wealth, those Americans who had the most influence on the political process were thoroughly satisfied with government for big business , by big business .
The results were high tariffs, cuts in government spending, a blocking of social welfare measures, and, above
all, a reduction of taxation on high incomes and on corporations.
These policies, based on a Hamiltonian concept of
society, undoubtedly contributed to the economic disaster of 1929. The industrial capacity of the United
States had outstripped its capacity to consume as high
tariffs inhibited the development of foreign markets.
Thanks to the tax policies of Secretary of the Treasury
Andrew Mellon, the business elite possessed a surplus of
capital. Because of the saturated market it seemed unwise to invest in the expansion of industrial plant facilities . Instead of increasing the worker's ability to consume by means of higher wages, the business community
poured its profits into the stock market. Runaway speculation was the natural result. Widespread installment
buying during the late Twenties had postponed the evil
day, but when it came on Black Thursday, October 24 ,
1929, the consequences were so much more severe.

The Hoover Reforms
The Great Depression which followed was a catastrophe unlike anything the country had ever experienced.
The bull market itself had responded to none of the
nostrums of the financiers. Hundreds of banks failed,
depriving countless Americans of their savings and contributing immeasurably to the destruction of public confidence in the economic system. With the drop in purchasing power, management cut back production; this, in
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turn, meant a shorter work week for labor or the laying
off of employees. The total purchasing power was thus
reduced still further and production had to be curtailed
again. At the bottom of the vicious circle was more
misery and ~uffering than the American population had
ever known.
Millions of Americans were unemployed; malnutrition
and deprivation of all kinds existed in the midst of agricultual surpluses and overstocked inventories. These
were people who had worked hard all their lives, who
had exercised all the Protestant virtues of industry, efficiency, and thrift. They had believed that success was
the result of individual initiative and determination, that
failure was the mark of laziness, idleness, and waste.
And yet, through no apparent fault of their own, unnumbered Americans found themselves without jobs, without
savings, without prospects, and without a government
that was interesed in giving the kind of help they
needed.
Presiding over the national government was Herbert
Hoover, who has acquired an undeserved reputation as a
do-nothing president. Actually he did more to combat
the depression than any of his predecessors in the office.
Under normal circumstances the Hoover program would
have appeared as sweeping reform. The President
sought to strengthen farm credit through the Agricultural Marketing Act of 19 29 and to raise agricultural
prices through government purchase of surpluses by
means of the Grain Stabilization Corporation and the
Cotton Stabilization Corporation. He attempted to
stimulate the economy through a public works program
totaling more than two billion dollars. He used the
prestige of his office to urge businessmen to hold the
line on wage reductions and unemployment cutbacks.
Believing that the depression was international in scope
he arranged for a moratorium on war debt payments.
Hoover's failure rather lay in his inability to compre hend the immensity of the economic calamity and to
appreciate its social and political consequences. Highly
intelligent, efficient, and capable, he was the personification of the poor boy from the country who experienced
exceptional success in the business world. His personal
history was an unqualified validation of the Hamiltonian
principles from which he now, in the midst of crisis, refused to budge. In his opinion, direct aid and relief was
not and should not be the responsibility of the national
government. Not only would such steps unbalance the
budget but they would injure the character of the American people by destroying self-reliance and promoting
indolence. Instead , Hoover put his confidence in a
"trickle down" theory of aid. Through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation huge sums were loaned to
banks, railroads, and other business enterprises threatened by collapse. Thereby thousands of individuals
whose welfare was at least in part dependent on the
corporations would be aided indirectly.
Oc:TOHER
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In some respects the Hoover recovery program resembled the New Nationalism of Theodore Roosevelt.
Both were based on a frank acceptance of a new industrial order and a willingness to assign a positive role to
the federal government in regulating the national economy. Certainly both sought to preserve traditional American ideals from erosion. The most vital difference lay
in attitudes toward social welfare. While TR was prepared to push for legislation that would contribute directly to the interests of labor, farmers, women, and big
businessmen as well, Hoover Republicanism continued
to make the significant mistake of identifying the national interest with the interest of the business community. That his policies consisted of a rich man's dole
apparently did not occur to him .
For four years the vicious circle of depression continued to spiral downward. None of the remedies had
seemed to make any real difference. The American
people seemed dazed, confused, shocked. Their confidence in business government was destroyed. When the
election of 1932 came, they voted not so much in favor
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt as against Hoover and
Republican nostrums. They were not voting in favor of
a new, clear-cut program of action, for in his campaign
Roosevelt did not offer one, whatever his private ideas
may have been at the time. Voters from all groups of
American society decided to cast their lot with the Democratic party. Under the impact of economic crisis old
differences faded away. Bankers, farmers, laborers, professional people, Negroes, all had suffered and felt it
was time for a change.

The Early New Deal
No doubt the American people were attracted by
Roosevelt's personality. His optimistic, sympathetic
qualities were in obvious contrast to the cold, humorless
Hoover. Not an intellectual, Roosevelt was fundamentally pragmatic, rich in political experience, and imbued
with a spirit of noblesse oblige. While Hoover repeatedly emp hasized, to no effect, that prosperity was just
around the corner, Roosevelt was able to say, simply
and grandly, that all we have to fear is fear itself. In
his case it worked; the American people responded as
if by magic.
But Roosevelt used more than words to combat the
depression. The first hundred days of his administration were a whirlwind of executive energy and legislative
activity. The bank holiday, the Emergency Banking
Act, the abandonment of the gold standard and currency devaluation , CCC, FERA, HOLC, and CWA
were among the achievements of those days. Most
whisked through Congress with unprecedented ease.
Though elements of reform could be seen in many of
these measures, their object was primarily to achieve
recovery for the economy and relief for ordinary citizens.
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Reform was the essential content of another series of
bills enacted between March and June, 1933. The
Federal Securities Act and the Glass-Steagall Banking
Reform Act which created the Federal Deposit Insurance CorpO{'ation were overdue measures aimed to correct those abuses which had contributed to the catastrophe of 1929 . Perhaps the most significant of all the
reform measures was the frankly socialistic Tennessee
Valley Authority.
As Congr-::ssmen uncritically approved the many laws
of the Hundred Days, they reflected the panicky mood
of the people. The country wanted action and Congress
was prepared to pass virtually anything drafted by
FDR's braintrust and stamped by him as "must legislation." Therefore, as a body of laws , the New Deal
measures are unsystematic, pragmatic, eclectic, sometimes contradictory, and usually unhampered by tradition. Some laws were wise, others foolish; some were
dismal failures, others brilliantly successful and basic to
present concepts of government and its function.
Perhaps the character of the New Deal in its first
phase is seen best in the National Recovery Administration and the Agricultural Adjustment Administration. These agencies, especially the former, were clearly
in the tradition of Theodore Roosevelt's New Nationalism. In some respects, they were Hoover's policies writ
large. Instead of encouraging individualistic, competitive economy, the National Industrial Recovery Act
promoted monopoly through codes of " fair competition"
drawn up by businessmen and subject to government
approval; labor was promised collective bargaining together with minimum wages and maximum hours; relief
for the unemployed was offered through Title II which
created the Public Works Administration. This was
James MacGregor Burns' broker state - "government
acting for and mediating among major interest groups."
Limited in its success, the NRA suffered from confused
administration coupled with the fact that big business
often wrote codes favorable to itself with small regard
for the little producer or for labor. Few Americans
mourned its passing when the Supreme Court administered the coup de grace . Yet the NRA had given a psychological lift to the country in the dark days of 1933.
Like the New Deal in general, it helped to restore confidence in American democratic capitalism .
Somewhat more successful than the NRA was the
Agricultural Adjustment Act. It had as its object the
restoration of farm prices to parity, thereby aiming at an
increase in purchasing power. Hardly new in conception, the law provided for government payments to farmers in return for a limitation in production. Agricultural surpluses were to be bought up by the government.
The whole program was to be financed by a processing
tax which would ultimately be passed on to the consumer. The fate of this measure was much like that of the
NRA. Not only was it declared unconstitutional by the
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Supreme Court, but its chief defect lay in that it frequently aided those who needed help the least. The
tenant farmer frequently found himself worse off than
before. Perhaps the most significant fact about the AAA
and its industrial companion is not that they failed to
achieve economic recovery, but that they marked a new
departure in method, that is, in a further extension of
governmental authority into economics and the field of
social welfare. The leviathan state, born in Wilson's administration, was now coming of age.
To sum up the early New Deal, Franklin Roosevelt
was able to unify, in the interest of a nation in crisis,
the diverse interests of many groups and classes as the
attempt was made to redress the imbalances of the old
order. Some millions of workers had gotten jobs; the
deflationary spiral had been halted; the worst of the
storm had been weathered. American voters expressed
their approval in the elections of 1934.

The FOR Reforms
For the next several months Roosevelt treaded the
water of indecision. Business was reviving and as conditions improved the elite were increasingly annoyed by
the measures that had rescued them. On the other
hand, demogogues and radicals successfully stirred public opinion. FDR began to feel that the attempt at
business-government co-operation was a failure and
that the Brandeisian proposals pushed by the Felix
Frankfurter braintrusters held greater promise. Thus
he abandoned the philosophy of coordination and planning for an attempt to restore competition in the
manner of Wilson's New Freedom. Ground rules were
established for the entrenched business community as
governmental services for society as a whole were expanded and diversified. The shift, however, was more
a matter of emphasis than essence.
The new emphasis resulted in a series of the most
far-reaching reform measures in the history of the nation. In the Wagner Act the weight of the government
was thrown behind the right of labor to bargain collectively. The Public Utilities Holding Company Act was
a blast against industrial bigness. The Banking Act of
1935 marked a significant shift toward federal control of
banking. The Rural Electrification Administration began a revolution in the way of life for the country folk .
The unemployed were put to work in unprecedented
numbers on public works programs through the Works
Progress Administration . Perhaps in response to Dr .
Francis Townsend's panacea, Roosevelt gave new support to social security legislation. With the Wealth Tax
Act of 1935 the President aimed at the redistribution of
wealth and power. Even though it can be demonstrated that these reforms were more conservative in
objective than the earlier New Deal measures, they all,
especially the last, created deep resentment among the
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business elite and helped draw the lines for the new
coalition which returned Roosevelt to the White House
in 1936.
Probably the most important change in the American
voting behavior focused in the great urban centers. The
cities had experienced great growth during the Twenties.
As the proce~ of industrialization swept across the
farms of America, millions of rural people, w hite and
Negro, migrated to the cities, swelling the ranks of
labor and the middle class. More than a decade in the
making, the political potential of this shift came to fruition in 1936 as it converted the Democratic party into
the majority party. Climbing and struggling upward,
the urban masses responded enthusiastically and gratefully to the New Deal welfare measures.
Labor clearly could only gain through adherence to
the New Deal and, as urban immigrant groups continued to progress toward Americanization, they were for
the first time successfully united with native stock
workers in the CIO movement, thereby enhancing the
political potential of both groups. Racial and religious
antagonisms were minimized as all workers became
more aware of their common economic interest. Northern urban Negroes also joined the chorus. Despite the
fact that Roosevelt had done little for them directly,
they had benefited much, as the most deprived element
in American society, from federal relief measures and
from non-discriminatory treatment by government
agencies. After seventy-five years Lincoln began to
wear thin.
Small town and rural America reduced their majorities for Roosevelt in 193 6. Like the big businessman,
many felt that the New Deal meant the abandonment of
traditional virtues of industry, thrift, and self-reliance
and that goals like equality of opportunity had been
sacrificed for security and social rights . They, the industrious, were being taxed to support the indolent.
But the heart of the Roosevelt coalition remained with
the middle class. These people instinctively recognized
the conservative character of the New Deal, that it
sought to uphold private enterprise, to perpetuate economic opportunities for all classes, and to preserve the
democratic tradition. But they were also attracted, as
were many farmers , by its liberal character, by its willingness to use government to adjust relationships between diverse socioeconomic groups in pursuit of material improvement and by its expansion of power in the
federal government as a countervailing force to what
had been unrestrained private power.
As Roosevelt campaigned it became clear that he had
jettisoned the concept of an all-class alliance. He frequently attacked the "economic royalists " as he reaffirmed his determination to use government to help
plain people find their way in a complex and confusing
world. The November vote revealed a new division
along social and economic lines in contrast to the tradiO c TOBER
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tiona! pattern of sectionalism and support for both parties from all income groups . The returns were an electoral validation of the New Deal, particularly in its
second phase, and it confirmed the consensus regarding
the role of government in an industrial, urban society.
Democratic in its methods, conservative in its goals, the
New Deal frankly recognized that the individual was
no longer the master of his fate in the same way that he
had been in a simpler, agrarian America.
The pattern of social reform was established by 1936,
and even though it would be challenged in successive
decades, its essentials remained unchanged to the present day. If the Twenties represented the victory of urban values and norms, the Thirties saw their political
implementation through the New Deal. The Forties
and Fifties were a continuation of the pattern with
sporadic attacks of varying intensity, climaxed by the
capture of the Republican party by the forces of dissent
under the leadership of Senator Barry Goldwater.

Reaction to Reform
After Roosevelt's second inauguration the American
people expected a new crop of social and economic reforms. Little was forthcoming. Instead the President
demanded a reform in the structure of the Supreme
Court to bring it in line with his own philosophies. This
abortive attempt undercut FDR's authority with Congress, as did the recession of 1937. As a result Roosevelt saw few of his proposals enacted in that year and
it was only with considerable difficulty that he obtained
the Fair Labor Standards Act in 1938. Meanwhile renewed economic crisis provided the impetus for the
second AAA and a resumption of Keynesian spending
through PW A, WP A, NY A, and other programs.
By 1939 the New Deal seemed to have ground to a
halt . Roosevelt found it all but impossible to get the
legislation that he wanted. As the country gradually
reurned to prosperity, more people returned to the values and attitudes of an individualistic society. Many
Americans were tired of reform . Yet, as the Congressional irreconcilables moved toward a dismantling of
the New Deal, they found that the people wanted none
of the Roosevelt reforms undone.
In retrospect it could be seen that government had
been transformed during the Depression Decade. Nineteenth-century liberalism gave way to collective action
and an emphasis on social security. As state and local
governments proved themselves inadequate for the task
at hand, a concentration of power in the national government was inevitable. By 1940 few Americans questioned the right of the federal government to manage
the economy. While it could be demonstrated that the
New Deal had failed to achieve its economic goal of
peacetime prosperity, its social consequences were great.
Yet the job was but half done. Sharecroppers, slum
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dwellers, many of the aged, and Negroes generally remained on the outside. The special clamor of the Negro
would be heard increasingly in the decades that followed.
By 1939 the international crisis diverted attention
from domesti" problems. The threat of war itself spurred
government expenditures to a magnitude that gratified
Keynesian theorists . During the war Americans lived
better than they had for years. Reminiscent of World
War I, the crisis involved a new and greater extension
of federal power, quite beyond the pre-war imagination:
government management of industrial production; rationing of rubber, gasoline, shoes, and foodstuffs; a comprehensive military draft ; taxation on an unprecedented
scale, involving a tenfold increase in the number of income tax payers; control of rents, prices, wages, and
salaries. Despite grumbling and evasion, the remarkable fact about this extension of power is the degree of
acceptance it was accorded by the public.
Of course the war was not without its social effects.
Besides the further obliteration of ethnic lines in American society, the most important had to do with the
Negro. Employment discrimination was greatly reduced
and the availability of good paying jobs produced a
startling increase in migration from the rural South to
the urban North and West where the Negro could vote
and where his children had access to better education.
All stimulated new demands for equal rights.

Truman's Fair Deal
With the return of peace in 1945 President Harry S
Truman tried to return to the unfinished task. His domestic program was in the reform tradition of the New
Deal. He called for an increase in the minimum wage,
an extension of social security , the establishment of a
permanent Fair Employment Practices Commission,
slum clearance and public housing plans , national
h ealth insurance, and federal aid to education. Eventually some became law but most were compromised or
defeated.
Truman's Fair Deal was reminiscent of the Thirties,
but the national mood certainly was not. Discontent
was increasingly voiced, not by those excluded from the
good life, but by those who enjoyed it. Formerly , the
arbiters of American society had been almost exclusively
white, old-stock Protestants. No longer secure in their
social status, the established classes felt increasingly
pushed from below by non-Anglo-Saxon peoples, by
Catholics, by Negroes, by Jews, all of them city-dwellers who more and more identified themselves with the
middle class. For too long, old-stock Americans thought,
the emphasis had been on social and economic opportunities. It was time for a return to laissez-faire principles
as they understood them, i.e., the removal of restraint
on the individual in his economic and governmental
r elationships.
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Finding their leader in Senator Robert A. Taft, these
conservatives (who did not wish to conserve American
society as it existed) pushed the enactment of the antiunion Taft- Hartley Act, reduction of taxes on high incomes, and a decrease in government aid to agriculture.
Truman meanwhile protected his program by vetoing
dozens of Republican bills. He extended his Fair Deal
proposals to include a new immigration law , re-enactment of price controls, a tax bill to benefit low income
groups, an anti-lynching bill, and the elimination of the
poll tax.
As Truman was returned to the White House in 1948 ,
Congress responded with the passage of many Fair Deal
measures. Yet the most significant thing is not what
Fair Dealism did, but what it threatened to do. In
effect it encouraged new levels of welfare capitalism by
the businessmen themselves. In its later years the second
Truman administration was plagued by five percenters,
deep freezers , and mink coats, all of which were fuel
for the conservative fire.
The early Fifties were filled with bitterness , impatience, and rancor, fed, not only by domestic affairs,
but by a series of shocks on the international plane,
notably, the concessions of China to the Communists and
the announcement of a Soviet atomic bomb. Coupled
with the concurrent Alger Hiss trials, these events led
to a widespread acceptance of a conspiracy theory which
identified social reform with Communism. Irrational
and intolerant, this idea was appealing to many in the
Midwest, to relatively recent immigrants, and to Catholics ; it was exploited to the fullest possible extent by
Senator Joseph McCarthy. Yet in spite of the unfavorable climate, a few small gains were made. Social
security coverage was extended by Congress and the
walls of discrimination against Negroes, Jews, and other
minorities kept on lowering.

Ike's Modern Republicanism
In 1952 General Dwight D. Eisenhower became the
Republican nominee for President of the United States .
With the backing of Eastern GOP leaders, he had
been able to head off the darling of the right, Robert
Taft. By exploiting a battle cry of "Korea, Communism,
and Corruption," Eisenhower was swept into office by
those who dreamt of a simpler America, honest and decent, without juvenile delinquents, and uncomplicated
by the perplexities of social revolution at home and
Communist revolutions abroad. Within a short time the
new president began to fulfill the yearnings of the reactionaries. He appointed a cabinet more business-oriented than Harding's; he sought to balance the budget, to
secure tax cuts for corporations, to hand over the tidelands oil reserves to the states, and to abolish the wage
and price controls of the Korean War.
Yet the longer Eisenhower held office the more he understood that the consensus approved government conTHE CRESSET

trol of the economy and that the political argument centered rather on its extent and timing. Soon Eisenhower
Republicanism was almost indistinguishable from the
Fair Deal. Like his predecessor, Ike called for highway
constructiop., aid to education, slum clearance, extension of social security provisions, and even medical insurance. His program was a continuation of habitual
attitudes and thinking, a bit more relaxed perhaps, but
conservative in economic matters and liberal in human
affairs.
Eisenhower's re-election in 1956 was generally a vote
of confidence. There were significant gains for him
among urban voters but losses among farmers. But then
came a series of troubles - economic recession, Little
Rock, the first Soviet earth satellite, the Lebanon crisis,
Quemoy and Matsu, Berlin again, Bernard Goldfine,
Jimmy Hoffa and the U-2 incident - all of which
helped to spark a debate on national purpose.
Many Americans felt that. the country was drifting
in an endless pursuit of materialism. Americans had
always assumed that the acquisition of material wellbeing would somehow lead to spiritual progress, or, to
state it more simply, that quality would result from
quantity. As a consequence of the welfare state and,
in more recent years, the warfare state, greater numbers of Americans have experienced a greater degree of
affluence than ever before. Yet the good life, once
achieved by so many, was not satisfying. Feelings of
helplessness, malaise, and pessimism have become common as Americans have found their material well-being
intertwined with increasingly complex relationships. In
the web of organizational life, traditional individualism
seemed not wrong but irrelevant.

The Ivy-Covered New Deal
Meanwhile the administrations of John Kennedy and
Lyndon Johnson have continued New Deal traditions,
by this time covered with the ivy of conservatism. They
offered the American people tariff revision, highway
construction, an urban renewal program, a department
of urban affairs, civil rights legislation, a job retraining
program, a tax cut. Despite his immense appeal and incomparable style, Kennedy and his New Frontier received the same treatment Congress gave the Fair Deal:
a few of his proposals were enacted but most were
either compromised or rejected.
As Lyndon Johnson seeks to be sent to the White
House in his own right, he continues in the conservative tradition that can be traced back to the 1880s,
through the Progressive Era and Franklin Roosevelt's
New Deal. It is a tradition that calls for a broad coalition bridging deep political divisions through a positive,
constructive program of social and economic reform for
the purpose of conserving democratic capitalism and the
goals and ideals associated with it.
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Johnson's future is likely to depend upon the degree
to which the American reform movement has been
vitiated by success. So long as the several social groups
comprising American society sought short-run, attainable goals through their reform enterprise, the frustrations and spiritual failures of a materialistic society
were not apparent. But industrialized society modified
by the welfare state has succeeded so well that today
American culture is shaped by affiuence. The middle
class, once fairly well limited to Anglo-Saxon Protestants, has been swelled by the thoroughly-assimilated
descendants of the "new immigration," many of whom
are Catholics and Jews; other middle class recruits are
the educated children of prosperous skilled and semiskilled workers; farmers of the North and West have
also come to share urban, middle class concepts. Thus
prosperity has been releasing these groups from emotional loyalty to Democratic reformism. The problem
for these people is to identify themselves as "haves" or
"have-nots," i.e., to decide if it is more important for
them to preserve and defend w.hat they already have
gained than it is to seek still more in the way of tangible
benefits from the welfare state.

Goldwater Republicanism
Barry Goldwater and the anti-reform movement he
leads is gambling that the enlarged middle class will
make the former identification. As Eric Goldman has
observed, "Nobody believes more in self-made men
than the man who has been made by distant social legislation. No group is more annoyed by reform than those
who have benefited from it and no longer need it." In
their attempt to justify or to rationalize their position,
the anti-reformers have adapted the ready-made rhetoric
of earlier generations who never reconciled themselves
to the industrialization and urbanization of American
life. Individualism, equality of opportunity, self-reliance, thrift, hard work, these are among the virtues and
goals that, if properly exercised and sought by Americans generally as by the anti-reformers themselves,
would restore spiritual vitality to the nation. Paradoxically, those who feel the strongest about these matters
are also those whose individualism has been the most
enervated by the mass technological culture of our times.
The well-dressed, well-fed, well-housed "organization
man," perhaps the most "other-directed" type in our
society, has provided the core of the movement. In effect the cure they propose for the spiritual malaise is an
ever more avid pursuit of the goods of this world; it is
a renewed emphasis on the assumption that spiritual
progress flows from materialism. Alternatively it may
be considered a rationale for selfishness.
But technology and industrialization continues its
radical transformation of our society. Automation is
rapidly expanding the number of unemployed and un13

employable, those whose welfare has been provided for
so beneficently by New Dealism in the past. This
counter trend has the effect of creating and enlarging
an immense bloc of people who can find no place at all
in the new order, who could not survive at all in the
cold, competitive society of Herbert Spencer, whose dependence on the welfare state is total. Coming from
the lower classes, many of these people frequently identify themselves with fundamentalist Protestant sects
which engender emotions and habits of mind congenial
to the rhetoric of Goldwaterism. Thus, they too may
paradoxically join the forces of anti-reform in their remembrance of things past, in their yearning for simplistic solutions, and in their blind, pseudo-moralistic lashing out at forces they do not understand.
Clearly in the tradition of McCarthyism, Goldwaterism not only resuscitates the Liberty League mentality
of the Thirties, but it bears a striking resemblance to
the superpatriotism, anti-urbanism, and neo-Know
Nothing movements of the Twenties. It involves both
a warm embrace of the supeficialities of technological
civilization and an emphatic refusal to accept its spiritual, social, and economic concomitants. Instead of seeking positive solutions to the problems of the new order
it negatively suppresses them or tries to wish them out
of existence.
A number of continuities also exist between the Populist-Progressive Era and the present anti-reformism.
Both movements found a base in the agricultural South
and West and both have sought the support of the urban middle class. A strong moral content is common
to both, each having protested the effect of industrialism
on morality. Both have predilections for theories of
conspiracy; both wish to restore government to the "good
guys," to take it away from the corrupt Eastern elite who
are in league with the urban masses. Sixty years ago it
was the big businessman who manipulated the political
bosses whose organization was built on the corrupted
immigrant vote; today the Negro has replaced the immigrant in this demonology even as the spineless, liberal
politician, willing to sell his birthright for a mess of
pottage, has replaced the old-time political boss.

The problem, then and now, has been basically the
same: the nation has had to come to terms with the
striking changes it has undergone within a relatively
short period of time. A century ago America was overwhelmingly rural and agrarian; by the Twenties the
painful transition to an industrial and urban society
was reasonably complete. Loss of individualism, collective action, industrial consolidation, the dominance of
the metropolis, mass technological culture, ubiquitous
government, and the welfare state have been the result.
Reform enterprise has been largely a positive attempt
to cope with the complexities of the new order. It has
been a movement to conserve democratic capitalism,
equality of opportunity, and individual freedom under
a radically altered set of circumstances.
Yet the attempt to hold on to traditional modes of
thought and action in the face of rapid change inevitably
provoked much confusion and resentment. At first such
feelings were mixed with reform proposals, as with
Populism, but later they crystalized into opposition. By
the Thirties the lines were clearly drawn. Franklin
Roosevelt was branded by the forces of anti-reform as
an infamous corruptor of the American Way of Life.
So it has continued for three decades . Always in the
minority nationally and usually so in both major parties,
the opponents of social change sought a leader capable
of translating their movement into political reality. Robert Taft, Douglas MacArthur, Joseph McCarthy won
widespread support in the past. Dwight Eisenhower
held out considerable promise but in the end his Republicanism varied little from the tradition. Only in
the Sixties, in the midst of unprecedented prosperity,
have circumstances combined to create a potential for
anti-reform enterprise. Barry Goldwater, who possesses
certain charismatic qualities lacking in his predecessors,
has successfully employed affiuence and technology, in
the manner of John Kennedy, to secure the Republican
nomination. His appeal to the middle class, newly expanded by the successes of social reform in the postwar
period, may result in new political direction for this
nation for the first time in thirty-two years.

If parishes are to survive and to play a part in the emerging lines of the church, the utmost simplicity
must accompany their actions. In a technical world their forms will inevitably grow more complicated
and technical than is desirable. But a parish that walks in newness of life can daily and weekly subject its
forms to the canons of simplicity and economy. The parish does not have to do everything and be everything in the world. It need not have a miniature reproduction of every element in the world applied now
to its members, such as all the forms of leisure and social life.
Each parish, if it is to have a legitimate existence, will work to minister to the center of people's lives
instead of the tangent s. If it works only with their private and family lives, it must reach to the central
human needs ; where it reaches public dimensions of existence, it must provide an interpretation of life and
history which will inform all that is done. The typical overly busy parish contents itself with touching the
many edges of people's lives, entertaining them or occupying them in trivial tasks. What they need and
deserve from a Christian ministry is a basic way of looking at what life and eternity demand and offer
them.
MARTI N E. MARTY, D eath and Birth of th e Parish (Concordia) , pp. 36-37
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Praise the Deep Vermillion
BY

REIOAR DITT\1ANN

Assistant Professor of N orwegian
St. Olaf College
Before I was better informed I used to think that Kyoto
was a misspelling of Tokyo, a simple case of a typesetter getting his slugs mixed up.
Semantically Kyoto and Tokyo are the same with only
the order of the syllables changed. Kyo is city, and to
capital, and the designation Capital City is as applicable to
the one as to the other. Disregarding semantic relationship
and national background, however, the two cities seem to
have little in common. Tokyo, ten million people strong,
vying eagerly with New York and London for the dubious
distinction of being the world's largest metropolis, is a s contemporary in appearance and atmosphere as its seething
population seems to be in its drive. Kyoto, on the other
hand, for more than a thousand years the capital - and by
no means a small city - is a sedate, mysteriously peaceful
urban center -so quiet, in fact, that it is difficult to believe
that more than a million people have their homes in this
vast urbanized garden which slopes southward from the
Mount of Wisdom and the Mount of the Cave of Love into
the broad valley of the Kamogawa River.
Its population, discreetly proud, has no desire to recapture
the political leadership which was lost when in 1868 the office of the Shogun - the powerful military governor - was
dissolved and the power of the Emperor restored. In the
wake of an ever-increasing craving for westernization, national headquarters were transferred from Kyoto to Tokyo,
and the city on the Kamogawa had to relinquish its role as
Imperial Capital.
If Shakespeare had seen Kyoto, he might not have said
" ... nor did I wonder at the lily's white, nor praise the deep
vermillion in the rose." He would have deleted the negation to turn the phrase into a positive expression of admiration As for me, by borrowing the bard's words, I found
compensation for my inadequacy to describe the profound
esthetic impact of my second exposure to the subtle excellence of Kyoto's temples and palaces, the matchless purity
of the city's parks and rivers, and the veiled secrecy of its
private homes and gardens.
The fragile-looking pagoda which gives its name to the
Park of the Golden Pavilion - Kinkaku-ji - shimmers
above and below the surface of a pool of lilies, reflecting
along its shores jasmine and mimosa and long-needled pines
growing in curious shapes of domes and pyramids and spires,
one even spreading its gnarled branches into the form of a
fabled ship with bow and stern, mast and sprit. Captivated
by the cool, tranquil beauty of the place, I roam in the park,
glance at the pool and wonder at the lily's white and at the
mysterious mooring of the floating flower, then at the intricately patterned pebbled walks winding their way among
wood anemones and silvery mosses. And I wonder at the
clean-scrubbed children with their chalky splashes of white;
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shoes, shirt, smiles, and hats - young Japan playing and
skipping along, politely stepping aside, sinking their shoes
into the resilient moss, to let me by.
And I praise the deep vermillion in the shrines, the brilliant, gleaming wooden shrines whose soaring columns are
painted lacquer red, their towering torii - ceremonial
gates - leading to secluded parks as masterfully conceived
and accomplished as the painter's delicate scroll , some rigidly
formal with trees and rocks and sand arranged in starkly
symmetric or elaborate abstract patterns extending over
large areas - eerie, alma;t petrified expressions of worship.
Others are left more to the whims of nature, growing quite
freely and subjected only to the gardener's restrained desire
for control. The view opens up, and an arched bridge spans
a gla.sy pond creating from afar a topsy-turvy world of
spatial suspension and tenuous balance that a tossed pebble
might disturb.
Nijo Palace - I walk across the moat and enter a world
of harmony and perfection. As fragrant with tarred wood
and blossoming bushes as the temples smelled sweetly of incense, the Nijo - though enormously large and ornate -is
a garden home of rooms with landscape murals and framed
rice paper walls opening up on a park of rose-covered
pavilions, winding with miniature bridges over gurgling
streams, and exuberant flower beds like circular velvet carpets - a garden home for the Shogun to wonder at the lily's
white and praise the deep vermillion in the rose.
On the shore of the Katsuro, workmen soak colorful strips
of silk material steeping the elongated stenciled sheets into
the legendary river wha;e crystal-clear waters will purify and
settle the dyes. Stretched out in parallel strips on the sunbaked pebbles of the river bank, the cloth is dried, then
brought back to the Nishijin, Kyoto's renowned silk district.
And looking at the marvel of the crisply-colored silk spread
out like a fallen section of the rainbow, I wonder at the snowy
white and praise the deep and bright vermillion in the artist's
mating of the lily and the ra>e.
Darkness falls - a new city emerges. The pleasures of the
spirit yield to the worldlier cravings - food and gaiety. But
even the flickering neon brightness of the Cion quarter where
geisha houses and tea houses alternate, is more reserved than
in similar quarters elsewhere -less gaudy and glaring. The
sounds are subdued, marked, not by the sensual blare of
jazzy trumpets or suggestive saxophones, but by the lamenting, lingering tonal mystery of the samisen strings gently
plucked to accompany a haunting ballad sung like a series
of sobs issued forth from a genuine geisha's immobile face.
Kyoto - pure I yricism from the Nijo Palace to the Nishijin shops, from the Golden Pavilion to the Cion geishas.
Kyoto - sheltered by the verdant Mounts of Wisdom and
Love, aged yet ageless - suspended in time as the bridge
and the park are suspended in space by the mirror-like pond .
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The Theatre

looking Backward
BY wALTER SORELL

Drama Editor
Last summer, i.e. the summer of 1963, everyone concerned with the commercial theatre was desperate about the
millions of dollars that were lost during the previous season .
However, the N ew York Tim es reported on June 29, 1964,
that by the end of the past season, i.e. 1963-64, an unusually
large number of hits - ten, as a matter of fact - may bring
its investors about $21 ,000,000 in profits, more than ofTsetting last season's losses or"nearly $6,000,000. This is not
an excerpt from the financial page. Nor are you reading
about art. This is show business. Anybody want to invest?
But the season of 1963-64 was not only financial rewarding. It was interesting from many viewpoints and for many
reasons. With all their mistakes - and some of them were
glaring - the various repertory theatres proved the point
that they are vital for the creation of a healthy theatrical fare.
More and more repertory groups came into being all over
the country Tyrone Guthrie's Minnesota adventure is
one of the outstanding examples- and in New York several
of them were seen at work. The term " repertory theatre"
sti ll seems to be confusing. The choice from the huge storehouse of stageworthy plays will always be dictated by personal taste, the given means and circumstances which may
often necessitate compromises. Such is life. But as there are
muddled and conflicting minds, there are repertories without
any directive and profile.
In spite of Ellis Rabb 's inclination toward slapstick and
the spelling-out of the obvious, his Association of Producing
Artists presented the most unified ensemble in a well-balanced program of Moliere, Gorki, Pirandello and a parodistic comedy, " The Tavern," by George M . Cohan.
Eva Le Gallienne, who, already in the Thirties, was the
first to dream of a·n American repertory theatre, now sees
her dream come true - after she had put up a gallant,
though always losing, fight several times in the last three
decades. It is among the oddities in the artistic life that
even at this historic point when her dream finds fulfillment,
her own National Repertory Theatre did not leave a deep
impression.
The Actors Studio Theatre has built its success on failures
mainly.
One of them, James Costigan 's "Baby Want "A
Kiss," an ultra-modern, derivative piece of trash wrapped in
the costume jewelry of sophistication, became a smash hit.
But the Studio's presentation of Chekhov's " The Three Sisters," which opened early this summer, was most impressive .
The ensemble was well orchestrated and attuned to Chekhov.
Lee Strasberg directed this unabridged version of Randall
Jarrell's translation and meticulously put all the pauses into
the dialogue, creating an atmosphere laden with that char-
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acteristically Chekhovian tension which cnes out under a
thin veneer of half-stifled laughter.
This genuine flavor
gave the actors a chance to live between the lines and to
let words, rather than whole sentences, illumine the scene.
This production proved that the Actors Studio Theatre
has all the potentialities of a first-rate repertory company.
All it needs is a program less left to chance than to choice.
Elia Kazan and Robert Whitehead, who are guiding the
Lincoln Center Repertory Theatre, have learned this the
hard way. Their first year's failure lay in their inability to
divorce themselves from the Broadway concept. For the
second year they announced "The Changeling," "Tartuffe, "
and the premiere of another Arthur Miller play, " Incident
at Vichy. " ( After a silence of nine years he came out with
his Marilyn Monroe confession which, as a drama, however,
transcends its news value. It took him only five months to
write his new play, which he began while "After the Fall'
was being rehearsed. One can imagine the inner need with
which Miller had to get away from himself and to prove
himself through a new play which has all the esthetic distance, for the lack of which he was criticized.) It is to be
hoped that Kazan will choose as his fourth play one of the
two he suggested : Anouilh's " Antigone" or Michel de Ghelderode's " Pantagleize" (a shamefully neglected or usually
misunderstood dramatist ).
The past season not only established several beachheads
for the idea of the repertory theatre. It showed the playwright's as well as the public's interest in the dram e a clef,
in the life story of the great personality, in what makes it
tick and so often tock. From Luther to Dylan Thomas, from
the Pope to Marilyn Monroe, from Fanny Brice to Joseph
Stalin, it was keyhole perspective and , at best, the actor's
interpretation of a known figure which counted . The season
also proved that the witty conversation comedy is dead ( vide
S. N. Behrman's " For Whom Charlie" ) if it does not hide
behind the bitter-grotesque.
And how about the new dramatist whose stature has
promise and hope? Perhaps some of those of whom we have
heard before reminded us of their serious intentions of becorning America's playwright of the 60's: John Lewis Carlino,
who may make it if he can get away from the kitsch of life;
Sidney Michaels who, with all obvious weaknesses for the
derivative, has a great feeling for characterization ( or was
it Alec Guinness in " Dylan" ?) ; and Frank D. Gilroy whose
" The Subject Was Roses" established him, though in a
modest framework, a s an effective realist who knows his Ibsen by rote.
But who dares project the image of a great dramatist onto
the s creen of the future?

THE CRES SET

From the Chapel

Right Answer, Wrong Question
BY JoHN STRIETEL\1EIER
Managing Editor

When th e Pharisees h eard that he had silenced th e Sadducee:. they came up to him in a body, and one of th em, an
expert in the Law, put this l est-qu estion: " Master, what are
w e to consider the Laws great est commandm ent?"
J esus answered him, "'Thou shalt love the L ord thy God
with all thy heart, and with all th ey soul, and with all thy
mind.' This is th e fir:.t and great comman-dment. And there
is a second like it: ' Thou shalt love thy n eighbor as thyself '
Th e whole of th e La w and th e prophets d ep ends on th ese
two commandments. "
Then J esus asked th e assembled Pharis ees this qu estion:
'' What is your opinion about Christ? Whose son is he?"
" Th e Son of David," th ey answered.
" Ho w th en," returned J esus. " does David when inspired
by th e Spirit call him Lord? H e saysTh e Lord said unto my Lord,
Sit thou on my right hand,
Till I put thin e enemies underneath thy f eet?
lf David th en calls him Lord, h ow can h e be his son?"
Nobody was able to ans wer this andfrom that day on no
one dared to ask him any furt her questions.
-- Saint Matthew 22: 34-46
There is nothing quite so gladdening to the undergraduate
heart as the sight of a professor standing in a public place
with his foot in his mouth. And if the professor happens to
be a member of the department of religion, the joy is compounded, for deep down inside us most of us resent the idea
that, having been exposed to religion from infancy on, we
should now have to go through the whole business again in
college. It is especially annoying if the kind of religion one
encounters on this second time around sounds a great deal
more complicated than the kind one learned back in parochial school or confirmation instruction.
The scene presented to us in the Gospel lesson before us is,
therefore, a particularly engaging one, for it sets before us
a professor of religion, an expert in the Law, who knows even
less a bout religion than we do. If this expert had had the
course in New Testament readings he would have known
that the basic theological question is not : " What are we to
consider the Law's greatest commandment? " but " Sir, what
must I do t o be saved?" If he had had Course No. 102, the
Psalms, he might have r ecognized great David's greater Son
when He stood before him in the flesh. And if he had had
Course No.• 144, the Classics of Religious Literature, he
might have learned from Saint Augustine, if from nobody
dse, that when one stands face to face with the Son of God
one does not try to get a bull-session going on theology; one
falls flat on his face in adoration. But while we can not perhaps altogether repress the glee that we feel at this poor
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fellow's discomfiture, we can not help either feeling the kind
of pity that swells in every Lutheran heart at the sight of
heterodox Jews and Catholics and liberal Protestants stumbling about in their blindness. If only it were possible to step
into the story and slip the poor man a copy of the Small
Catechism.
But then you turn to Saint Mark's account of this same
incident, and what surprises you is that our expert really
did not come off too badly in this encounter. There it is recorded that after our Lord had summed up the Law as in the
text before us the expert on the Law expressed his agreement with this summary, and then our Lord said a rather
curious and cryptic thing: "You are not far from the kingdom of God."
Now how in the world could this man be anywhere near
the kingdom of God? And how could Jesus know it if he
was? There had not been a word spoken about inspiration,
verbal or otherwise. There had been no discussion at all of
the manner in which the Body of our Lord is present in the
Eucharist; indeed, the Sacrament had not yet been instituted.
There had been no discussion of Baptism or the nature of
the Church or the doctrine of the Trinity, not even any reference to the doctrine of justification by faith . How, then,
could Jesus say that this man was not far from the kingdom?
Wdl, look at what the man had just said. In essence, he
had said that all that God requires of man is the intrinsically
impossible: that man must love Him with all his heart and
all his soul and all his mind, and his neighbor as himself
This is a lot farther than many of us have come. Ask the
average home-owning, tax-paying, baseball -loving American
what we are to consider the Law's greatest commandment
and chances are you will get some sort of stammered non sense about doing the best you can. The expert on the Law
knew better than that. He knew that the Law demands perfection, the absolute identity of our wills and God 's will, holiness.
So when our Lord told this man that he was not far from
the kingdom of God, all that he was saying was that the man
should stop once and listen to what he had said. He had
the words right. He just hadn't been listening while h e was
talking. Like many of us, he had memorized his catechism
and could recite it on demand. What he needed was to stop
once and let the chilling realization creep over him that this
commandment which holds up the whole theological structure of the law and the prophets is a commandment which
he had not kept, did not reall y want to keep, and could not
possibly keep even if he wanted to. We are permitted to
hope that a moment did come in this man's life when the
truth suddenly hit him that these absolute demands of abso-
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lute love meant death to him, and that once again he went
in search of the Rabbi from Galilee, this time not to try to
stump Him on theological questions but to try to find a way
out of his desperate situation.
And our Lord, Who was the world's best professor of religion, tries to prepare him for that day. Having met the
man on his own academic level with the orthodox answer to
what sounds suspiciously like a standard essay question on a
final examination at the Temple School, our Lord counters
casually, almost in the nature of a non-sequitur, with a
stumper of His own which also sounds very much like an
examination question: " What is your opinion about Christ?
Whose Son is he?" There was an orthodox answer to that
question, too : " The Son of David." Check and mate. ' 'How
then," our Lord replies, " does David when inspired by the
Spirit call him L ord?" And there the discussion ended.
One intelligent Christian reaction to this whole account is
to yell, "Hooray for Jesus!" and let it go at that. But perhaps there is more here. He Who came to seek and to save
those who were lost had better things to do with his time and

His energies than t o spend them in one-upping theologians.
Perhaps His mind was still on the legal expert, the man ( apparently a young one) who knew all about the Law except
that he had broken it ; the man who knew his catechism but
not the hidden recesses of his own heart. Brash and even
presumptuous as this man may have been to attempt a
theological grilling of the Son of God he was yet another
soul to be won. And so the question: " What think ye of
Christ, whose Son is he?" No need to tell the man that by
assenting to our Lord's summary of the Law he had countersigned his own death warrant. Life itself, and a growing
knowledge of his own nature, would teach him that. But
who would tell him, on that day when the Law would tum
upon him and kill him, that God has not spoken His final
word in His Law but in His Son? And so the question- a
question which at the moment was perhaps no more than
academic- " What is your opinion of Christ?" Itmight make
all the difference in the world to this young man someday
that one afternoon years before a man had asked him a
question which nobody seemed able to answer at the time
but which one simply could not dismiss from his mind.

On Second Thought
- -- --

-

- - - - - - --

----------------8 Y

When the prophet says: "Hear the Word of the Lord," he
is not giving an abstract command. He means : ''Listen to
what I have to say at this moment. " He has no reference at
all to how God says it, nor w here what God says may be
found. He only means: "Listen to what God has to say."
Somehow, what God has to say is always grace, either in
the promise of blessing or in the alien pronouncement of
wrath. But grace is more than the announcement of grace.
It is our relationship to God; it is God Himself. We are not
in grace if we have only heard the announcement. We are
in grace only when, by announcing grace, the Holy Spirit
has led us through death to ourselves and into life in God.
We are in grace onl y when we live in God, and He in us.
In the story of the prophet, the prophet is not himself the
means of grace. He is the means whereby God spoke the
Word of grace which is the means of grace. The Bible which
tells us the story of the prophet is, like the prophet, the
means by which God brings to us the Word of grace which
18
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is the means of grace. The Bible is the means of the means

of grace.
When the announcement of grace is made, grace must
either be received or rejected. This is one of the truths of
the Incarnation: God became man to confront u s with the
necessity of decision. Jesus is the Word, the means of grace.
But this is not true of the Bible, which is another step removed from the means of grace. For the Bible may be
read a dozen times and in a dozen ways, and the reader may
not even be aware that grace has been pronounced. The
Bible may be the means by which grace is announced. If it
is wrongly used, it may also be a means by which grace is
concealed.
In the continuing conflict over Bible reading in schools, in
the continuing urge to read the Bible, in the continuing demand for Bible-based sermons and children's stories, we need
to remember this: It is far better that a person hear the Word
of grace without the study of the Bible, than that he read
the Bible without heari ng the Word of grace.
TH E CRESSE T

The Music Room

The Nonconductor
----------------------------- 8 y

Who am I to scold the redoubtable Igor Stravinsky?
What right have I to pick holes in the coat of a man whom
many regard as the forema;t composer living today? I can
neither help nor harm him. But I can speak m y mind.
Before me lies a recent issue of Show. There I read what
Stravinsky has to say about conductors. Now and then my
blood begins to simmer. Frequently, however, I reach for a
few grains of salt. Yet I try to remain cool. Stravinsky's
pontifical pronouncements have provided me with something
to discuss. For this I am grateful to him.
I have said more than once that to my thinking Stravinsky used to be a highly significant composer. But I shall try
to forget this judgment of mine as I take issue with some of
his evaluations of prominent conductors. In the periodical
I have mentioned he has tumbled headlong -so it seems to
me -into a curious mixture of fustian, mediocrity , and sour
milk. Here and there, of course, there are tidbits of sourx:l
judgment.
Just as there are conductors and nonconductors of energy,
sound, heat, and electricity, so there are conductors and
nonconductors of orchestras. I regard Stravinsky as a worldfamous nonconductor.
This thought would not bother me at all if I did not stop
to consider how much Stravinsky owes to conductors arx:l
even to nonconductors. Where would he be today if these
men had never put his works on their programs?
Stravinsky regards some conductors as nonconductors. He
has every right to do so, just as I have every right to speak
of him as a nonconductor.
Yes, I have come under the spell of Stravinsky's conducting. Please bear in mind, however, that I am using the
word "spell " in a pejorative sense. In my experience this
renowned and much-discussed man's way of directing an
orchestra has always been a ticktock kind of leadership. I
have never watched or heard him a s he beat time before and for - an inferior orchestra, and I often wonder what
would have happened in such a case. Will you pardon me
for suspecting that the fine orchestras over which he has
undertaken to preside have helped him over many a hurdle?
Orchestras, you know, have a way of doing this for nonconductors. To be sure, they can do the very opposite.
Strictl y speaking, they have it in their power to make or
break anyone who mounts the podium to direct them.
Natu rally, Stravinsky is good for the box office. At all
events, I take for granted that this is true. Audiences are
eager to see him . But I wonder whether they all long to
hear him after they have been exposed to his nutcracker type
of conducting.
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Stravinsky says that among all the conductors he has
known Pierre Monteux was "the least interested in calisthenic
exhibitions for the entertainment of the audience, and the
ma;t concerned to give clear signals to the orchestra." When
I read this, I clapped my hands in approbation, even though
I know that Monteux' passion for preciseness in what is
commonly called chironomy was by no means greater than
that of more than one other conductor I could mention.
Stravinsky owes much to Monteux.
Serge Koussevitzky had his weaknesses. But is it fair to
say, as Stravinsky does, that this famous maestro " retarded
the course of music in America by at least two decades'?
Such glib accuracy bowls me over.
You must read Stravinsky's paragraph in its entirety before you will be able to understand - at least in partwhat he means when he speaks of Leonard Bernstein as "a
department store." I wonder whether the man known to
many as the world's greatest living composer heard the
verminous performance of Petrouchka that assailed my ears
several months ago. Bernstein was on the podium with every
ounce of his energy when this near-massacre took place.
When I read what Stravinsky says about Willem Mengelberg, I scratch my head in wonderment and ask, "Is this
spleen, or is it simon-pure objectivity?"
Felix Weingartner emerges unscathed.
So do Eugene
Goossens and Frederick Stock. On the basis of "mature
judgment" Alexander von Zemlinsky, with whose conducting I am totally unacquainted, is referred to "as the allaround conductor who achieved the most consistently high
standards." Eugene Ormandy "gave the Philadelphia Orchestra a chinchilla echo," whatever that means. Yet Stravinsky does not condemn Ormandy to outer darkness, even
though, as it seems to me, he comes close to damning him
with faint praise. The Austrian Hans Rosbaud was " the
only nondelinquent conductor I know of." Fritz Reiner "was
an effective antidote to the windmill school," and George
Szell "can give prophylactic performances of Beethoven."
But if Wilhelm Furtwaengler were alive today, he would
have to look to his laurels after reading what Stravinsky
has to say about him. Although there are some words of
high praise for Leopold Stokowski, the little Stravinskyan
encomium strikes me as being somewhat bittersweet.
Stravinsky believes that "conducting, like politics, does
not attract original minds." I am not inclined to accept
this remark with good grace. This statement, believe me, is
not even a half-truth. Only a nonconductor who does not
realize how much he himself owes to conductors as well as
to nonconductors could let such flippant and gratuitous
words splash out of his brainpan.
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The Fine Arts

Cuernavaca Restored
-----------------------BY
About once in a life time one hears of a fortunate combination of architect, historian, liturgist, and courageous
churchman all meeting at one point and at one time to produce something which is almost unbelievably good.
Cuernavaca has been known as the city of eternal springtime and has been Mexico's playground for very rich and
famous people of many nations. In the midst of the city
stands one of the great cathedrals of the world, built during
the days of the Reformation by missionaries, skilled craftsmen from Spain, and a few well-tutored Indian workmen.
Under Bishop Sergio the old cathedral, built originally as the
monastic church of a mission, has been converted into one of
the most liturgically well-organized churches in the world.
Dr. J ungmann has pronounced the I iturgical solution very
near! y perfect.
Only five years after Bishop Sergio became head of the
Diocese, in 1952, the great work was begun. Close by, at
the Benedi ctine monastery, was Gabriel Chavez de Ia Mora,
a renowned liturgical artist. Together he and the bishop
cleaned out the cluttered interior of the cathedral. The energetic bishop was a specialist in sacred I iturgy and in church
history. These subjects he mastered during his eleven-year
residence in Rome and later taught while a professor at
the seminary in Mexico City. His chief concern, as a liturgist, was to incorporate in the restoration a completely new
and wholly functional sanctuary.
The church was one of the first erected in Mexico by the
pioneer Franciscan monks. The interior has a high barrelvaulted ceiling, typical of the Romanesque style of the monasteries in Europe. The windows are very small, set high up
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in the thick walls. The church was, in every respect, a true
" fortress" church. The entire walls were covered with friezes,
dados, and murals. In the 17th century a spectacularly
carved and gold-leafed reredos for the main altar was installed, as well as highly ornate retables for the side altars.
At the close of the 18th century there was a reaction in
popular taste against the flamboyant character of the Baroque style and the great altars were torn out and thrown
away.
Replacements were cheap imitations of Greek and Roman
style. Plaster and chalk statues from the factories of Europe
and Mexico replaced the primitive saints carved from cedar.
The ceiling was heavily stenciled with floral patterns so that
the whole interior took on a very mid- Victorian appearance.
Particularly noteworthy is the sunken Baptistry near the
west portal of the cathedral. Unique among the Roman
cathedrals is the place for the open Bible at the entrance to
the Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament. Bishop Sergio correctly maintains: "The Blessed Sacrament is reserved in the
Chapel beyond. But here the Word of God is reserved and
given a place of honor where it may be revered, so that the
people will come to realize the great value which the Church
places upon the Sacred Scriptures. "
In the Reformation month it may be well to remind ourselves of the power which the church has to renew herself
in every age. Bishop Sergio, with Mora and Jungmann,
has shown the way by simplicity and honesty through one
of the most up-to-date liturgical cathedrals to be found in
the world.

Congratulations!
Last fall, our colleagues at Newberry College in South
Carolina launched a scholarly quarterly called Studies in
Short Fiction. They were kind enough recently to send us
their first volume (four issues) and we have read them with
a mixture of pleasure and envy. SSF has set high standards
for itself both in content and in design and it serves an
area of scholarship which, surprisingly, had previously gone
unserved.
We feel a particular kinship with SSF because, like Th e
Cresset, it receives its principal financial support from the
governing board of a Lutheran college. It takes a great deal
of courage for any college governing board to take the risks
that necessarily attend freedom of expression in writing. It
also takes money. But education is an inherently risky business and it is always encouraging to teachers and writers to
see that the men who put up the money are willing to share
in the risk.
The Editors
of The Cresset
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Books of the Month
Christian Beginnings and Theologica l Debate
The figure of Jesus of Nazareth has been
the subject of more controversy than any
other historical personage in human civilization. Everyone has his own mental picture of
Jesus of Nazareth, of His p ersonality, of His
teaching, of His mission . Behind each picture
is the influence of tradition , dogma, and, most
dangerous of all, personal emotion. Many
regard their picture of Jesus as their own personal possession , which dare never be wrenched away from them, whether by hostile or
friendly researchers, whether b y " liberal " or
"conservative" theologies.
Others, repelled
by subjective sentimentalist portraits a nd also
by the Church's apparent loss of J esus' humanity, have reacted e ither b y calling into
question the very existence of a J esus of Nazareth, o r by thinking of J esus as nothing more
than a Teacher who preached (and since has
come to b e) an eternal Idea.
Why isn't the resurrection of J esus in our
history textbooks of today? Any freshman
would correctly answer, " Because it 's not 'historical'!" This of course i s by no means denying that the resurrection of Jesus happened. It is simply acknowledging that the
historian, be he Christian or non-Christian,
cannot make J esus' resurrection the subject of
his historical investigation; the m eans and the
necessary evidence for scientific eval uation
are simply not at the historian's disposal.
How much, then, can the historian qua
historian say about the life of J esus - His
words and d eeds? Given J esus' death under
Pontius Pilate, what can and must t,he historian allow if he is to remain a historian?
Ever since the German literary critic G.E.
Lessing began in 1774 to publish posthumously the writings of Herman Samuel
Reimarus, the question of the r elation of the
Jesus of history to the Christ of the Church's
faith has burned itself deeply into reputable
This problem is still
Biblical scholarship.
very much with us; we cannot simply hope
that it will go away if we close our eyes and
wish hard enough. In 1906 Albert Schweitzer delivered his monumental expose (published in English as Th e Quest of the Hist orcal jesus) of Liberalism's attempts to solve
the problem;
nineteenth-century Liberalism's rationalistic methodology of removing
the "supernatural " elements from the New
Testament Gospels led to the portrait of Jesus
as a preacher of morality , a teacher of ethics, a simple, gentle Jew whom the Church,
parti cularly Hellenistic Christianity, turned
into the Christ of dogma. The poverty of this
approach was evident. But the destruction of
Liberalism's picture of Jesus and of its rationalistic methodology was attained neither by
incessant appeal to the doctrine of verbal in-
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spiration nor by the refusal to take the
" Quest" seriously . With the advent of the
form-critical m ethod o f exegesis as applied to
the Gospel literature by Martin Dibelius and
Rudolf Bultmann in the earl y 1920's, a new
day had d awned for New Testament scholarship; Form-criticism, aided b y the decline of
the von R an kean positivistic a pproach to history and the rise of dialectical theology, dealt
a severe blow to Liberalism 's views concerning the J esus of history.
Dr. Hugh Anderson , educated at Glasgow
and presentl y Professor of Biblical Criticism
and Theology at Duke U niversity, begins at
this point in his book , J esus and Christian
Origins: A Comm entary on Modem Viewpoints (New York: Oxford University Press,
$7.00). That the person Jesus of Nazareth is
the Church's biggest problem should be no
cause for dismay; on the contrary, Andersoo
sees it as a sign of health. In this book the
author attempts " a clarification of the salient
issues that have of late been raised with respect to the historical J esus and the beginnings of Christianity" ( p. viii).
His own
contribution to the entire debate is the constant warning against robbing the Christian
Church of the historicity of the figure of
J esus of Nazareth. This is the rule with which
he measures every theologian from Bultrnann
to J ohn Kn ox to J.A.T. R ob inson.
After a brief introductory section sets the
stage for the discussion , Chapter One, entitled "The Shift Away from the Historical
J esus," leads from the effects of Schweitzer's
work through Karl Barth and centers upoo
Bultmann's theological methodology.
Both
Barth and Bultmann have repudiated the
objective historical method of recovering
J esus' history: Barth, because o f his refusal to
admit into the discussion anything outside the
N ew Testamen t texts, a nd Bultrnann because
of his apathy toward concrete historical facts
This indifference, says
in their pastness.
Anderson, coupled with a reaction against
the Liberal Quest, has produced a definite
trend towards a Docetic Christology within
Bultrnann. Furthermore,
in Bultrnann the wedding of advanced historical research in Christian
origins and existentialist theology has
produced a somewhat Gnostic understanding of the kerygma as an unworldly
message from above, through which the
hidden Christ , the redeemer, is revealed
to the hearer possessed of the existentialist pre-understanding ( Vorversta endnis)
that enables him to respond. ( p. 51).
Under the heading "The Resilience of the
Historical Approach," the second chapter
seeks to understand the survival in British and

American scholarship of the concern with historical reconstruction of the life of J esus.
Anderson reviews the position of Erlangen's
Professor Ethelbert Stauffer, whose m ethodology is seen as a reversion to nineteen thcentury historicism in that he refuses to accept
Form-criticism's demonstration that the G ospels are not historical source documents for
biographical facts about Jesus. Echoes of this
position in British and American scholarship
are evident in the view of Biblical religion as
"a historical phenomenon on a par with other
historical phenomena" and again in ' 'the
readiness to put extracanonical sources on a
level of equality with the Gospels as evidences
for the story of Jesus ." Such methodology
survived in the work of Shirley Jackson Case
and F.C. Grant, two of the most prominent
names in American Liberalism. In Old T estament studies, Otto Baab and R.H . Pfeiffer
are named as exponents of the old objective
search for historical reality. In Britilh
scholarship, which Anderson claims has occupied a middle-of-the-road postuon, the
work of C.H . Dodd, Vincent Taylor, and
T.W. Manson is discussed.
In a fourth cha pter entitled "Features of
the New Quest," Anderson attempts to " assess the validity and value" of the work of
those of Bultrnann's pupils who now occupy
lead ing professorial positions in Germany and
who have opened what James M . Robinson
has called the "New Quest of this Historical
J esus." Interest centers on Guenther Bornkamm 's J esw of Nazareth, the first (and so
far only ) " life" of Jesus to emerge from the
Bultmann c ircle since Bultmann's own j esusbook was published in 1925.
Anderson is
elated that such a "new quest " has been initiated from within the Bultrnannian group, in
view of its teacher's disinterest in recovering
the historical J esus. The author regards Bomkamm's book highly.
H e is moved by its
"preaching power" and is in agreement with
its theocentric emphasis over against a preoccupation among o ther scholars with J esus '
"self-consciousness." He admires Bornkamm's
resolution of the eschatological question in
stressing the unity of present and future in
J esus' message ( p . 167 ), but will not allow
the past, present, and future to be "swallowed
up in the Now in which the Word is proclaimed" (p. 239 ) . Anderson 's reservations
regarding the " New Quest" are essentially
nothing new: the subjectivit y of the Formcritic in hi s judgments concerning "authentic"
and " inauthentic" material in the Gospel
tradition . the reliance upon a new concept of
history and h iswrical method (a Ia Troeltsch ,
Dilthey, Heidegger, Bultmann , and Gogarten ), and a commitment to existentialist in-
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terpretation, which Anderson feels is simply
substituting talk of J esus in terms of his
" being" for nineteenth-century psychologism's talk of Jesus in terms of his " personality ."
For all his insistence on reta ining the historical element in the Gospel tradition , Anderson , in the next chapter on " Th e Res urrection of Jesus Christ." rejects von Campenhausen's attempt to reconstruct historically
"t he facts' ' of the first Easter. Von Campenhausen's harmonizing of the Easter texts
does injustice to them as Easter con fessions
of faith centering upon "what God has don e
in raising J esw from the d ead " (a principle,
b y the way, of Form-criticism' ). Furthermore, such a "synopsis" overlooks the theological individualism of each Evan gel ist (a
principle of R edaktionsgeuhichte). An overview of the wide-ranging explanations of the
Easter-event is given. leading up to a discussion of Bultmann's understanding of the resurrection. Anderson , on the one hand , accepts Bultmann's I inking th e Easter-event to
the event of the Cross; on the other hand ,
Anderson refuses what he sees as Bultmann's
conclusion that the Resurrection is nothing
more than "the interpretation of the meaning
of the event of the Cross." Anderson 's evaluation of Bultmann here is this:
The risen Christ is therefore simply the
preached Christ. He is present in the
kerygma. The Easter faith has become,
with Bultmann, faith in the Word of
preaching as the Word of God . (pp.
205-6)
Such a position, says Anderson, means that
Jesus' Resurrection "has to do with the attitude and understanding of J esus' disciples after his death and not with God 's history with
the world" ( p. 207) . After reviewing the New
Testament Easter material of Paul and the
Evangelists, Anderson relates what for him
are the prominent Easter motifs: I ) the risen
Lord is Jesus of Nazareth ; 2) the Old Testament promises of God are fulfilled , opening
up a new epoch of history , a ''critical interim " for the Church, looking back to the
"old" history of God with Israel and to the
past of Jesus of Nazareth and looking forward
to his Parousia; 3) the Church's call to discipleship and mission has its roots in that

first historical call to follow Jesus of Nazareth.
Th ese three motifs are behind Anderson's
entire presentation in the final chapter entitled " Earthly Suffering and Heavenly
Glory." His govern ing thesis is that in the
N ew Testam ent writings history and kerygma
are inseparably united . The Gospels are not
simply biographical fact-reporting documents
but confessions of faith in the Christ. At the
same time, however, these co nfessions embody
faith in J ew' the Christ. Th e G ospel material
is not simply history but ke rygmatic history ;
nevertheless, the historical element is there.
Why is this so important for Anderson ? Because the unfolding history of the Church
holds the key to the " historical " Jesus' The
" MeS>ianic secret" is the clue to Mark : Jesus'
earthly obscurity and eventual g lory has been
and is the pattern for the Church 's eventual
triumph over her ea rthl y anguish. For Matthew, Jesus is th e " meek King" as He repudiates the world a nd goes the way of the Cross,
whose way . when shared by the disciple,
"contains for the disciple as for Jesus himself,
the pledge of the coming kingdom of God
and the promise of exaltation to God 's glory"
( p. 253 ). Luk e's Gospel , with its (according
to Anderson) " historical " bent centered
around three epochs of "sa lvation history,"
sees Jesus, like Israel of old, as the " One
Anointed with the Spirit," whose activity is
but the indispensable prelude to Pentecost,
when the Church hersel f rece ives the outpouring of the Spirit. Finally, although the
Fourth Gospel retains the stronges t kerygmatic character of all. its anti-Docetic strain
receives added support from th e First Epistle
of John in empha sizing the humanity of Jesu s
and the integrity of faith in j e.IUs the Christ.
Hugh Anderson 's book is an honest plea to
contemporary theology to check its potential
reversion
to
Liberalism's " timeless- Idea"
Christianity and to retain (and to continue
attempting to recover) the historical element
in the New Testament presentation of Jesus .
A noble plea, indeed! But the scholarly world
is still awa iting an explanation of the methodology by which Dr. Anderson proposes to
d o this. It seems to dawn on him toward the
end of his book that he himself has said ' 'Precious little" about the exact historical facts of

j esus' life, notwithstanding his constant insistence on their importance and his use of
such obscurantist phrases as " the whole way
of Jesus" (p. 250). To reply that "any nonkerygmatic portrait of Jesus we might build
up by historical research will be merely our
portrait and not that of the Evangelists"
(p. 259) is only to evade the issue. In his
treatment of the theologies of the Evangelists
as outlined in the preceding paragraph , Anderson 's aim to disp lay the unity of the historical Jesus and the Christ of the Church's
faith has led to the most grotesque results.
After acknowledging the form-critical principle that the Gospels are primarily confessions of faith and not historical source documents, he surprisingly inverts the procedure
usually demanded by this premise: instead of
seeing the Church's faith in her reports of the
history of Jesus, Anderson finds the historical
J esus in such confessions of faith! For instance, be c a use
there is a post-Easter
" Church " with the risen and exalted Christ as
its Head , the words about the Church in Matt.
16:17-19 (the future tense is especially noted)
fall from the lips of the historical Jesus ( cf.
pp. 249-251 ).
Be c a use the post-Easter
Church, " in its littleness and loneliness amid
the turbulence and chaos of the world," can
still pray to its ever-present Lord , " Save, we
perish ," th erefore, for Matthew, the stilling of
the storm is an historical event. Granted that
Anderson will have no part of an authoritarian Biblicism, it seems it would be scandalous
to him if the evangelists would report as "historical" that which they did not assume "historical '' When all is said and done, Anderson's methodology has not carried him much
beyond the Cross in his outlining of the history of Jesus ; and even this is viewed by the
Church in her documents from the meaning
given to it by the post-Easter faith .
One of the values of Dr. Anderson 's book
is its drawing together of the significant areas
of r e c en t discussion concerning this vital
problem. It also makes concisely available
old controversies and issues no longer discussed but simply assumed by present-day
scholarship.
The newcomer to the debate
regarding Gospel-research will receive direction for his own deepening involvement and
personal study.
RICHA~D L. jESKE

Of Flux and Flex
The presidentia l campaign grinds on , and
at this writing there is no sign of any attempt
to formula te and debate the basic principles
which are to govern United States poli cy in
the most critical area of all, interna tional relations. To the cynics ( or are th ey the realists? ) this is not surprising: intelligent discussion of the basic issues is for columnists and
commentators, not candidates. The general
public, so goes the theory , has neither the
interest nor the intelligence to assess a genuine
policy debate, and he who craves public office
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must confine himself to empty formulae and
emotional slogans that contain no commitment and leave open every possibility.
This procedure would not be half so dangerous were we able to assume that the
characters dancing before the audience are
mere divertissement and that the difficult
work of policy firmulation is proceeding backstage. But the truth appears to be that public
thinking o n international issues does establish , within importan t limits, the direction of
American foreign policy. The virulent reac-

tion to Senator Fulbright's call for abandonment of outworn myths and goals that no
longer serve America's interests was a striking
demonstration of the strait jacket that public
opinion can impose on policy.
But the world does change. Belligerents
turn into allies, rivals discover common interests, ultimate goals cease to be ul timate and
finally cease being goals at a ll. The dramatic
reversal, within one decade, of America's
stance toward Germany and Japan should
have discredited thoroughly the notion that
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there are good guys and bad guys in the world
of nations, and that Universal Peace will
arrive when the righteous team up to thrash
the wicked. Thought must be at least as flexible as the events it proposes to guide.
Three oft he books reviewed here take this
for their explicit theme. The fourth provides
illustrations of the theme.
On Dealing with the Communist World
(Harper and Row . for the Council on Foreign
R elations, 1964, $3.00, 57pp.) is George Kennan's Elihu Root Lectures. Whether Kennan
is writing history or engaging in ana lysis, he
is always suggesting that problems of international relations are very ancient problems,
not so different in our own time as we are
inclined to suppose, and that the tested arts
of diplomacy are still highly u seful.
K e n n an does not deny that there ts a
" Communist World ," but he apologizes for
his "shabby compromise with contemporary
semantics" and pines for a law which would
eliminate the word " Communist'' from our
vocabulary and compel us to deal with regimes and peoples specifically for what they
are. What they are, as he says in the foreword , "is something much more highly differentiated, as among themselves, and something much less differentiated from what exists e lsewhere, than we commonly suppose. ''
This complicates our thinking, but it is also
grounds for optimism.
Kennan is at his incisive best in the first
chapter, " The Rationale of Coexistence. "
The presence on this earth today of
sys tems of weaponry suicidal in their implications strikes me as being only a
sharp and impatient r eminder by the Almighty of a reality which ought to have
been visible to us all lon g ago:.
the
very narrow and limited degree to which
force can ever be the main solution for
problems that involve the states of
mind- the
outlooks and convictionsof great masses of p eopl e on this planet.
" The question is not ," he continues, ' Why
not victory? The question is: What does the
word ' victory' mean?" K ennan is. of course,
no pacifist.
Force has its necessary place.
But it ca n only be a limited place. and there
must above all be ' ' the r ead iness to restrict
force to minimum dimensions and to stop it
at th e right time. " Intransigence is n ot a sign
of devotion to prin cipl e, but more likely a
d emonstration that prin ciples are lacking and
stubbornness is being called upon to do their
work.
Th e other two chapters discuss the ba sis
for East-W es t trade and the W estem interest
in promoting polycentrism within the Communist bloc ( if it can still be ca lled a bloc at
al l !)
Whatever th e merits of his specific
recommendations, K ennan unfailingl y illuminates the problems he discusses. H e is alway:. concerned for po." ibillil e. This is what
sets him off from th e unilateral disarm ers,
the summit sca mperers. and the rig id a ntiCommunists, and wh a t makes him a realist
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among so many who obviously are not.
A totally different kind of book is A Straegy of Int erdepen dence by Vincent P. Rock
(Scribner, 1964. $7.50, 399pp.) . Where Kennan was trying to elucidate foundations, Rock
is attempting to construct a concrete program. His book is sub-titled, "A Program for
the Control of Conflict between the United
States and the Soviet Union." Perhaps you
have read books with titles like that. But in
this case don 't dismiss the author as just another nut with a blueprint. Rock has an impressive background in United States policy
planning and analysis, he has obviously read
widely and thought deeply, and he is not a
utopian. Starting from the assumption that
mutual surviva l of the United States and the
USSR requires interdependence, he attempts
to formulate a program for the gradual weaving of bonds of interest , understanding, and
cooperation between the two nations. He
sees this as necessarily occurring at a variety
of levels: between state officials, between individuals, and above all between communities within each nation .
His early chapters, on the meaning of interdependence and the barriers to the control of international conflict, are especially
interesting and challenging. Rock does not
glide over difficulties. He does insist upon
seeing them as obstacles to be tackled and
not as grounds for doing nothing. But the
potential value of this book lies mainly in the
practical guidance it can provide to those who
have the responsibility or the opportunity to
promote exchange and cooperation between
this country and the Soviet Union . For Rock
has worked very hard at writing a practical
text.
Ronald Steel's Th e End of A 1/iance ( Viking, 1964, $3. 75, 143pp. ) struck this reviewer
as potentially one of the most important books
published in some years in the area of United
States foreign policy. Closely reasoned and
eloquently written, it is a searching yet highly
constructive indictment of American policy
as reflected in the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. The basic argument is quite simple. NATO was set up at the beginning of the
cold war to shield Western Europe while it
rebuilt its strength with the aid of the Marshall Plan.
Europe now has recovered .
While its economic and military s trength has
grown, the actual threat of a Russian invasion has diminished . It is time, therefore, to
lay NATO to rest, with all the honors due to
a program that has successfully fulfilled its
mission .
The easy and quite irrelevant rejoinder to
Steel is that he proposes a wea kening of the
Western position. But Steel is in fact arguing
that the attempt to maintain NATO beyond
its time c reates unnece.sary strains and rigiditi es within 1 he W est that in their net e ffect
weaken the United State~ in the cold war.
He may be mistaken; but he has certainly
constructed a broad and persuasive case.
The a rgument is :.o multi-faceted - de-

spite the modest size of the book - that any
adequate restatement of it here would require
almost as many pages as the author himself
uses. He points up the dangers of military
alliances in today's world, striving at all
times to make the reader remember that no
nation can permit the defense of its vital interests to rest ultimately in the hands of another nation. De Gaulle's attempt to create
a third force b ecomes intelligible and is even
seen as inevitable in this setting. Europe, and
especially Germany, is depicted not simply as
an ally but also and perhaps primarily as the
focal point of America 's struggle with Russia. And throughout it all runs the plea for
American recognition that we are neither
omnipotent nor omniscient and have no vocation to be e ither. In sum, h ere is a book
that cannot be ignored by anyone seriously
interested in foreign policy.
Th e Coming of the Whirlwind by Constantine
Brown
( Regnery , 1964, $4.95,
381 -pp.) is an autobiography of sorts by a
long-time foreign correspondent and foreign
news editor for the Washington Star. Brown
has been a first-hand observer of a great deal
of history in his half-century career, and no
one interested in history could fail to find this
book entertaining. It's filled with the ('behind-the-scenes" kind of detail that experienced reporters inevitably accumulate . But
it isn't the introduction to contemporary policy problems that Brown tries to make of it in
his conclud ing ch apters. The reflections at
the end take on a revivalistic tone . More
important, they do not appear to flow in any
natural manner from the rest of the book. It
is as if he set out to provide an interesting
account of history as seen through one man's
eyes and then , at the end, decided to turn a
diverting book into a significant one by waxing pompous. But it is a good book, and an
informative one. Only c urn g rano sa lis.
PAUL T. HEYNE

WORTH NOTING
The Alderson Story: My Life
As a Political Prisoner
By Elizabeth Gurley Flynn ( International
Publishers, $5.00)
This story begins on June 20. 195 1, when
the author, then age sixty , an admitted Communist , was arrested and charged with violation of the Smith Act for advocating the
overthrow and destruction of the United
States Government by force and violence. On
two occasions during her trial, which lasted
for eight months, she was found guilty of contempt of court and served thirty days in the
Women 's House of Detention.
Miss Flynn
was convicted on February 3, 1953, fined
$6,000, and sentenced to serve three years.
Appeals to higher courts did not alter the decision of the District Court , and on January
11 , 1955, she began serving her sentence.
In this book, the author relates her many
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experiences while in custody both at the Women's House of Detention, New York City,
and at the Federal Reformatory for Women ,
Alderson, West Virginia , "as a Political Prisoner," until her release on May 25, 1957.
Between 1951 and 1955 , she was in and
out of this House of Detention five times and
reports that "The vile language, the fights,
and the disgusting lesbian performances, were
unbearable" .
At Alderson Miss Flynn became No . 11710,
and describes the routine activities and procedures of the quarantine and orientation
periods as a " depersonaliza tion process." In
the reformatory reception center she learned
"prison lingo" and reveals the characteristics
exhibited by her "orientation sisters" who
ranged from frightened , emotionally disturbed
first offenders to defiant hard-core "recidivists." The author reviews her meeting with
the classification comm ittee, who assigned her
to do cottage mending and live in Davis
Hall No. 2, a maximum security building.
In her story of Alderson the author relates
her reactions to various aspects of life in a
female prison community, discussing such
time! y topics as discipline, privileges. racial
discrimination, housing. prison labor. physiological and emotional problems of female inmates, transfers to other instituti ons. prison
programs, parole, etc. She accentuates the
limitations of this reformatory. asserting that
emphasis was on punishment rather than rehabilitation . For the most pan Miss Flynn is
highl y critical of its administrators and some
staff members but expresses respect for the
compassionate officers.
She also stresses the importance of understanding lesbians and narcotic addicts as sick
persons in need of specialized treatment and
not as c riminals to be detained and punished
which. the author contends, is the policy at
Alderson.
Miss Flynn claims that the other " political
Puerto Rican nationalists,
prisoners"
"Axis Sally," " Tokyo Rose" - were unju,tly
sentenced to prison and adds that Julius and
Ethel Rosenberg were ''executed on a
framed-up charge of espionage.''
Although the author writes that she ''wanted to tell the human story of a women's prison., and to expose its inhuman conditions,
it is apparent that h er primary purpose is to
express her resentment for th e Smith Act and
bitterness for her arres t. conv iction. and incarceration.

Miss Flynn has worked for the Communist
cause since 1936. She readily admits being
"an unrepentant Communist.·' In 1960 she
spent eight months in Moscow and the Soviet
Union and is recruiting members for the
Communist pany among the youth of America.
This book doc·s disclose ' ome insight into
the problem s of the female prison community
and is recommended reading for correct ional
workers; however, the reader must auempt to
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recognize the author's prejudice.
It should
also be noted that this volume was published
six years after Miss Flynn was released from
this reformatory in 1957, and since then the
Federal Bureau of Prisons has corrected many
inadequacies and strengthened the program
for rehabilitation at Alderson.
AN T HONY

S.

KuHARICH

Pirate, Pawn ee and Mountain
Man : The Saga of Hugh Glass
By John Myers Meyers (Little, Brown,
$5.50)
Hugh Glass is the stuff of which legends
are made , partly because o f his known exploit s and partly because much of his life remains a mystery. H e may have co me from
P ennsylvania, and he seemed to have an
education. He wa> probably a seaman who
was pressed into the se rvice of Jean Lafille;
and he was a captive of the Pawnees. Joining
General Ashley's expedition up th e Missouri
River early in 1823. he was later that yea r
mauled by a huge grizzly a nd left to die by
companions who were ce rtain that he could
not live more than a day or so anyway Miraculously. he crawled. stumbled. and rafted
back to Fort Kiowa from the northwe\1 section of South Dakota, kep t alive by the desire
to kill the men who had descrt<.-d him. He
found them, forgave th em for reasons he did
not fully understand, and lived through several other remarkable adventures before the
Indians go t him.
In later years a number of people claimed
to have talked to Hugh Glass, and others sa id
they had talked to the people who knew him.
Cooke. Flagg, H a ll, Yount. Clyman. Prince
Maximilian , and othen. wrote or told of Glass
in their journals or letters.
But no one is
really certain of the facts except as two or
more "riten. seem to agree on a panicular
thing . Given the general lack nf communication in the American We>t of the 1820s. it is
not surprising that fact becomes a ln1ost in-

distinguishable from legend. Nor is it surprising that John Myers shou ld propose that
the legend is sufficient, even while he tries
valiantly to put together the facts
Legend has its uses, especially in literature .
The spirit or concept is usually more essemia l
than the historical fact. Mycr' sees in Hugh
Glass a modern prowler of the wi lderness, a
moral man who severa l times was forced 10
sink into primitive savagery but who retrieved
himself from the ooze. We remember Mr.
Kurtz. in Conrad's H earl of Dar!.n es;, a man
who did much less. but who was nevertheless
celebrated in a modern clas.~ic. And we wonder why Hugh Glass has not receivcd more
attention.
J ohn Neihardt\ narrative poem of 1915 ,
"The Saga of Hugh Glass." was the first extended work based on Hugh 's t<xploits . Frederick Manfred's ''Lord Grizzly," 1954 , was

the last. In between - nothing. Fortuna tely,
Neihardt 's and Manfred's works a re major
ones, thus providing a sound basis for future
literature of the Glass legend.
Myers' own contribution is substantia l in
one respect: he brings together the basic
sources of the story and, with some authenticity, supp lies through knowledgeable conjecture many of the missing links. Myers ' attitude toward Hugh G lass is one of adm iration
and love. His attack on Hugh 's debunkers is
mild , but it is nevertheless an attack . And his
premise is that there are enough proven facts
to substantiate the story, and that a ll else is in
itself valuable as material even though it may
be only frontier talk .
Having said this , we can on ly regret that
Myers is not able to write of his epic with
proper style or seriousness.
Like a lesser
journalist, he repeatedly attempts to be clever
and succeeds only in defeating his own purposes. To say of one of his sources, ' 'Flagg
thought he got his data straight from factland ," is to display a levity unworthy of his
subject. A fur company rolls "along like a
tire with a slow leak." Perhaps the worst of
all: " If the Arikara village; were to be blasted
from the map, the Sioux wished to be in baldheaded row when that took place." There
are many more non-western and historica lly
out-of-place phra,es and figures.
Mr. Myers is not a writer to emulate;
however. his subject is Iarge enough to stand
on its own .
joHN

R.
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The Battle of the Villa Fiorito
By Rumer Godden (Viking, $5.00 )
Although this is a love story, it is appropriately titled.
Fanny Clavering, a wholesome English woman, gives up her husband
and three teen-aged c hildren to live with her
beloved Rob Quillet. a talented movie director. Whil e they are relaxing at the beautiful
Italian Villa, the children plot a psycholigical war' ' 10 get their Mother back home. No'
only do they appear at the Villa uninvited;
they stage a hunger strike, get sick and lost,
and totally embarrass the " lovers" in front of
the villagers and local priest. The tension
mounts a nd leads to the inevitable endingwas it ·'V ictory" or ''Defeat"?
So e ngrossing is the novel that the reader
finds himself almost c heering Rob for his patience. understanding. tact. compassion. and
gentle nature (As a matter of fact, the children find themselves growing to like andrespect him , much to their consternation.)
Caddie. the homely, hone,t, stumbling young
girl who leads the struggle. is warm, real ,
and unforgettable. Each person matures and
changes in this battle of wills.
This unusual trea tment of the "e ternal triangle" and the problems of children of divorce is refreshing and humorous .
ALFRED

R.

LOOMAN
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A Minority Report
The Sweet-Talking Rascal
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President Lyndon B. Johnson is obviously a political personality who loves his work. He eats, drinks, and sleeps
politics day in and day out. This greatest of twentieth century American politicians, taking second place perhaps only
to FDR, manipulates conversations to political advantage,
squeezes absolutely the most anyone can out of every public
appearance, reaches out with the political handshake like a
hungry dog in a sausage factory, and, in general, has his
deft fingers on the political controls at all times. Like the
Republican candidate, Barry Goldwater, he apparently has
much knowledge of and insight into the internal machinery
of what makes the American voter function, what his motivations are, the nature and degree of his guilt feelings and
anxieties, where his insecurities are, and blatantly directs
his appeals to these voters.
Without question, Johnson's political maneuverings have
on occasion involved him in some shady dealings. According
to the political rumor-line, LBJ must shoulder some of the
blame and responsibility for the machinations of Bobby
Baker and Billie Sol Estes. Certainly there is evidence that
the Johnson family acquired money and holdings by the use
of some rather adroit free enterprise strategies.
Yet Lyndon Johnson has the happy faculty of wielding
political power with a minimum of pain to the recipient.
The first issue of a new weekly magazine (American Politics)
describes this side of the Johnson political personality: ''LBJ's
spectacular legislative success during this term of Congress
was achieved, according to admiring politicians on both sides,
by his ability to twist arms without causing pain, to conciliate without conceding, and to talk early, often and always. "
The President manages to cover up his deeply entrenched
power drives with political evangelism that "gets them where
they live." How is this for political sermonizing: "Let us go
and knock on every door. Let us go to these hard-working
members of our own party. Let us go to those who have
never been members of any party and to those who have
grown weary of the divisions and diversions of the other
party. " Or how is this for an appeal to high destiny: " With
the record that you make in Congress, with the platform that
we are going to write . . . with the purpose we as a nation
write in history, let us go to the people this year with a decent
campaign, with an inspiring campaign." Even the know-
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ledgeable and rational voter can hardly resist " this sweettalking rascal in the White House," especially when he does
not know what to make of Barry Goldwater's somewhat discursive and inopportune remarks. The voter may be skeptical of Johnson because he is silky smooth. But the voter may
also be skeptical of Goldwater because he makes Mrs. Malaprop sound like a whisper in a wind tunnel.
Apart from all his many weaknesses, however, President
Johnson is a real pro. People in positions of power and
prestige, especially political incumbents, continue in normal
circumstances to win the admiration of the American voter
in spite of all the cries from the outside of corruption, incompetency, and immorality. Even calling the president a
"phoney" or a "faker," no matter how true it might be on
occasion, will not win Goldwater many votes especially when
he has surrounded himself with walls of paper pulp. The
voter might want to see first whether Goldwater can bat
three hundred or hit fifty homers a year. It was most difficult to fire Babe Ruth, the loveable rascal, and to make a
dwarf of this unseemly character in the eyes of the public
in spite of the digressions of his public life. It is a little like
trying to read David out of the Old Testament because of
his somewhat unusual ext ra-curricular activity.
The matchless energy of the President is matched by his
running mate, Hubert Horatio Humphrey of Minnesota.
Sometimes HHH appears to be a person who applies about
a thousand units of candlepower to the lighting of a match
but h e is also on the move, a dynamic personality, a quick
mind, a boundless storehouse of facts and figures . He is full
of folksy humor and anecdotes "straight ofT" the plains of
the midlands. And, above all , he is an incessant talker.
Wound up as tight as the E-string on a fiddle, he " twangs"
in the manner of an Elvis Presley guitar. The American
voter is apt to forget all this with the realization that HHH ,
more than any candidate on the national scene, likes people.
His concern for people runs over the brim like a cold, foaming bottle of beer. But never does his warm love and concern for people grow stale.
In the less than immortal words of Billy Graham , both
parties seem to need prayer. But the question is not how
they pray, but how they vote .

THE CRESSET

Sights and Sounds

Depressing Shows
--------------------------------8
The conventions are over. I doubt that most unbiased
and dispassionate citizens of our land would be rash or foolish enough to say that either of the major political extravaganzas deserves to be recorded as a shining hour in our
history. Quite the contrary is true. I have asked myself why
the Democrats had a convention at all. It seems to me that
it would have been much easier, and far less costly, had the
presidential nominee simply announced m advance his
choice of a runningmate.
Television has brought not only conventions but also preand postconvention activities right into our homes. I have
followed the last three extravaganzas of both parties on 1V,
and I have wondered why convention delegates and spectators behave as they do. Not only are delegates and guests
usually late for the meetings, thus delaying the opening of
the convention, but they seem to be unable or unwilling to
remain seated and attentive. Constant milling in the aisles
is both discourteous and disturbing. It is considered to be a
feather in one's cap to b e invited to address a session . But
why does anyone bother to prepare a speech? Some attention
is given to the keynote addresses and the acceptance speeches.
But who listens to the hapl ess guest speaker as he gives his all?
He might just as well have "stood at home."
The demonstrations are long, noisy, sometimes a bit rowdy,
and carefully planned in advance. Since they are in no
sense spontaneous, they do not necessarily indicate support
or even goodwill. I, for one, would have welcomed an orderly agenda which set forth the complex problems of our society soberly, clearly, and honestly. No, I am not a dreamer.
Nor am I a cynic. I have no doubt that our nation will survive in spite of politics and politicians. Survive, yes - but is
that e nough? I am neither satisfied nor happy with the
status quo. Are you? I am speaking of the overall picture
of the national and international situation - not only of
party politics and individual politicians. Every good citizen
will vote in November.
With only a few exceptions, summertime movie fare ranged
from the trashy to the mediocre. Sometimes I felt that I , too,
might just as well have " stood at home."
One of the exceptions was Medit erran ean Holiday, directed
by Herman Leitner. I cannot recall ever having seen a more
magnificent or more rewarding travelog. See it !
If there are children in your family, take them to see
Island of the Blue Dolphim (Universal, James Clark ).
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This excellent family film is Qased on a legendary tale that
grew out of an actual event. Filmed in and around Anchor
Bay in northern California, the Eastman Color photography
is breathtakingly beautiful. Celia Kaye, a gifted newcomer,
is appealing as the girl Karana; and the dog, Junior, is sure
to win your heart.
The filming of Tennessee Williams' play The Night of the
Iguana (M-G-M, John Huston) gave rise to numerous
newspaper stories and several magazine articles. If we are to
believe everything that appeared in print, the action behind
the cameras was only a little less sensational than the scenes
which appear in the film. Be that as it may, I must report
exceptionally fine acting, impeccable direction, and arresting
natural settings combine to make Th e Night of th e Iguana
a better-than-average film.

Th e S ervant ( Landau, Joseph Losey) , adapted from a
novel by Robin Maugham, presents a chilling and disturbing study of the moral decay and total corruption of a weak
man. Unfortunately, the film does not permit the viewer to
follow each of the subtle but eroding steps by means of
which Tony, the central character, graduall y but inevitably
becomes the victim of a ruthless plotter.
I saw A Hard Day's Night (United Artists, Richard Lester) under the stars in California. Before we had left the
San Francisco International Airport, my twelve-year-old
grandson had asked me, " Do you like the Beatles?" I soon
discovered that Skip is a Beatie Buff and that he was eager
to see A Hard Day's Night. His parents were "agin" it and
his teen-age sisters thought that the mass hysteria evinced by
f em a I e admirers was silly, to put it mildly. I agreed with
Skip that I really was dutybound to see new pictures. After
much persuasion we assembled a party of five. I refused to
brave a mob of screaming adolescents in a regular theater.
So we compromised on a drive-in. Three generations were
represented in our group - a good cross section on three
levels. Skip and I went prepared to have a good time. His
father and sisters were frankly skeptical. Do you know
what happened? W e all had a wonderful time. A Hard
Day's Night is clean, fast, and funny. It has captured a
spirit of spontaneity which is as refreshing in our day as it is
rare. The film reminded me of early years of movie-making,
before ingenuity, freshness , and inventiveness had been sacrifi ced to stereotypes, size, and sensationalism.
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Pilgrim
"All the trumbets sounded tor him on the other side"
-PILGRIM'S PROGRESS
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Nostalgia

I am now beside a lamp-post on the edge of a little town,
and the pencil moves in obedience to t he rhythm of life in
an American village at late dusk ... Everyone who is compelled by time and circumstances to live in the monstrous
cities our age has built must feel at times a nostalgia for the
small town at twilight . . . The shadowed succession of dusk
and dawn - the wind from the hills as night comes down
and the stars burn cold - the lights in the little church for
choir practice - the belated boy running home for supper
in the house across the road - the barking of a dog - the
moan of wind in pines - the water tower black against the
drifting stars - all the strange world that lies between twilight and darkness, and the night whispering of simple honest things -of faith and hope and peace and rest ... In it is
man's compass and his joy and grief . .. It may be that here
lives are lived in ignorance of the heights of possible human
experience, but surely there is less shame and degradation
here . . .. In a few moments shadows will dance on the dust
of the road and moonlight will dream on the roofs of little
houses .

Tomorrow and Tomorrow
The Church and the world must always be in sharp and
uncompromising opposition . . . Someone recently accused
us of seeing the Church as a part of society .. . That is nonsense . .. A perennial state of tension between the Church
and the world is of the very essence of the Kingdom of God
... The world stands continuously at the bar of the Church
. . . The Church is the critic of the world . . . Despite evasive
voices to the contrary, there is no such thing as an amoral
society .. . Society and the world must either be moral or immoral . . . Since they cannot be moral without listening to
the voice of God, an age which is marked by long and tragic
forgetfulness of God must be immoral . . Divine laws extend
to every area of human life - government, the social order,
the economic system, the entire structure of human society
... To hide this truth and responsibility behind vague abstractions is to forget one of the purposes of the Church Militant here upon earth . .. Essentially, only the Church and
the members of the Church, who walk in eternal light, can
distinguish good from evil . . . To whom shall the Law be
preached if not to those who sin? .. .
Since there are various ways of achieving the Good in so-
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cia! , economic, and political matters, it follows that the
Church cannot advocate one particular way of achieving the
good life . . . It can and must, however, constantly cry out
against evil . .. On the afternoon of Ascension Day Tiberius
was still emperor of the Roman Empire, Pilate was still
governor of Judea, and Herod was still on his throne . .
The world had changed nevertheless . . . A young man
whose name was Saul was preparing to tumble the throne of
Tiberi us ... A fisherman from the Lake of Galilee was ready
to make the way of future Herods and Pilates more difficult
. .. Three hundred years later the Church had accomplished
its function for that age ... As long as we conceive this to
be one of the functions of the Church, we cannot but cry out
against a world which is rushing away from God .. .
Seldom during the past two hundred years has the world
come so clearly and obviously upon days of the yellow leaf
.. . The perennial state of tension has become acute ... We
are entering upon an age of either-or . . . I cannot be at
peace when millions in India and China have not yet heard
the name of Christ . . . I cannot be at rest as long as burns
are set on West Madison Street by those who trample on the
blood drops of humanity . . . I cannot be happy as long as
men turn away from the Church in loud or quiet bitterness
because we have failed them in an hour of need .. . I cannot
be content to see Christians acqui esce in the philosophy of
the rattling sword and the doctrine that might is right . . .
I cannot substitute gold for human flesh and blood, lying for
truth, and dishonor for honor ... It is a prodigal world and
it is time for us to say so . .. The hour of the husks has come
. . . It seems to be the task of this generation to make that
perfectly clear by sharp, relentless, and persistent criticism of
the way of the world . . . The prodigal will return only when
the application of the divine law has brought him to the
realization that he and the swine are eating the same food . ..
All this is pessimistic ... I know that ... It is, however, a
provisional pessimism . . . The Christian philosophy of life
in the twentieth century must be marked b oth by temporary
pessimism and final optimism . . . Finally, of course, there
can be no defeat for God and His Church ... For the Church
and the individual Christian mind this is a time of loud crying and still waiting . . . Even more certain than the fact that
the world has come upon dark days is the fact that the last
tomorrow will be better than all our yesterdays . . .
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